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introduction
children should be seen and not heard was a prevalent philosophy among
nineteenth century american families and unfortunately historians of the westward
nineteenthcentury
movement have intentionally or unintentionally adhered to this philosophy as well in a
modified form where children are seldom seen or heard in the annals of history on the

oregon california and mormon trails more broadly known as the overland trail
children have remained virtually absent but as recent scholars have suggested western

migration and settlement was very much a family affair
in the

1

fur traders roamed and trapped

rocky mountains and then returned to the states gold seekers went west to find

their fortunes and returned east to spend them but most families who went west to settle
the land stayed

2

this study deals specifically with mormon children traveling west

for this particular group

3

families were even more important than they were for many

biners many of whom were single men
other westering people such as the forty niners

the

family unit was and is a central part of mormon life why then if families were so
essential to the westward movement do we hear so little from the children who made up

those families
several reasons may explain the absence of childrens voices in the historical
record first sources are rare

nineteenth century americans
midnineteenth
not all children of mid

were literate enough to be able to keep records of their trail experiences also with so

men on the overland
see john mack faragher women and
andmen
andeen
trail new haven yale university press 1979 also see lillian schlissel womens diaries of the
westward journey new york schocken books 1982
generally speaking some gold rushers stayed in california and married and some families
fan diles who
went west together gave up and returned to the east
or works that take this approach
for

3the
athe mormon church is also called the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints the terms
mormon and LDS will be used interchangeably throughout this study to describe members of this faith

1I

many new and exciting things to see and do on the trail the unexciting task of journal
keeping often could not compete for the childrens attention furthermore the rigors of
trail life made journal keeping difficult whether because of the jolting wagon the lack of
writing materials or sheer exhaustion from the strenuous work while actual trail diaries
from children may be rare many reminiscent accounts can be found

accounts written in

later years by those who crossed the plains as children also parents who kept trail

journals often wrote of their children providing yet another kind of source despite these
sources however historians have continued to leave children out of the story

this leads to another reason for the neglect of children in trail

studies perceived

lack of value historians may question whether the stories of children can really add
anything to current knowledge or understanding of trail life we have adult accounts
from both male and female perspectives can children possibly shed any more light on
well studied event
this wellstudied

scholars have recently begun to realize that the answer to this question is yes

but even more they are realizing that childrens history can stand on its own much

as

womenss history and african american history stand on their own each has value in
women
and of itself regardless of what historical event it may or may not shed light on during

the past thirty years history has been undergoing a shift in concern

historians are

focusing not only on various minorities but also on different life stages such as
childhood or old age african american studies have opened the door to social history so

that historians are able to legitimately study individuals and groups previously considered
insignificant scholars of the new western history are recognizing the value of studying
the west through the perspectives of the many previously ignored groups who were and

2

are a part of it children represent one such group and their stories of the mormon trail

merit interest not only for what they reveal about the trail experience but also for their
intrinsic value elliott west notes that those who have studied the fascinating interplay

of society environment and tradition
components of that change

have left out one of the most important

the complicated process of growing up

4

studying

childrens perspectives reveals more about various historical events and also contributes
to a greater understanding of childhood itself

the purpose of this study is to show

exactly what can be gained by studying children who traveled to utah on the mormon

trail while other works on this exact subject do not exist related studies have recently
emerged A review of current literature may prove helpful

the foremost historian of children in the american west is elliott west his
mith the country has a broad scope
mlih
definitive work growing up with

he studies children all

western farms and on southwestern ranches his
midwestern
over the west in mining towns on mid
purpose is to tell part of the neglected story of how the children affected frontier society
and contributed to the development of their pioneer west while this is a remarkable

study thoroughly researched and well documented it focuses on frontier life in general

not on the overland trail also west does not mention mormon children he does not
indicate why he leaves them out although he discusses children in every state
surrounding utah including idaho wyoming montana california nevada arizona

new mexico colorado and nebraska thus he leaves ample room for scholarship on
children traveling the mormon trail

elliott west growing up with the country children on the far western frontier

albuquerque university of new mexico press 1989 xix

3

emmy werner has also recently published a book on children in the west pioneer

children on the journey west her book focuses exclusively on children going to
california emigrants bound for other western destinations are completely ignored
especially mormons whom she mentions only once for their hostile attitude

5

werner
wemer

is a developmental psychologist and research professor and this work demonstrates that

although her analytical skills are well polished she lacks some of the historical skills that
could make her book more valuable

6

another recently published book on this subject is susan arrington madsens 1I
LDS
walked to zion this delightful volume is a compilation of thirty accounts of
oflds
oflas

children crossing the plains however it cannot be considered a secondary work because
it contains no analysis

aside from its use as an excellent primary resource it does not

contribute to the small body of literature on children in the west

clearly these few works suggest that there is much to be explored in the area of
children on the mormon trail several articles have been written on children on the

overland trail mostly in connection with women on the trail but none deals with
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons historians have studied the mormon trail in general and others have studied

american childhood in general but none has studied the two aspects together this
study therefore is intended to tell the unique story of children on the mormon trail

7

ammy
wemer pioneer children on the journey west boulder westview
1399
Westview press 1995 13
mmy werner
6for
ifor
or example her 202 page book contains only 13 endnotes she uses more adult diaries than
childrens and some of her claims are not well supported
etwo
7two
wo examples of articles that mention children on the overland trail are ruth moynihan bames
barnes
197 5 279children and young people on the overland trail western historical quarterly 63 july 1975
94 robert L munkres wives mothers daughters womens life on the road west annals of
191
igi
igl
wyoming 422 october 1970
224 for works on children on the mormon trail see helen R grant
191224
1970191
1970191224
11an
comp
children on the trail sait
compchildren
salt lake city daughters of the utah pioneers 1988 vol ian
saltlake
lian
iian
lan
enduring legacy this compilation by the daughters of the utah pioneers is a brief attempt at looking at
childrens lives on the mormon trail most of the accounts used are not first person and those that are
come from children over the age of thirteen see also susan easton black children on the mormon
4

in depth examination of more than childrens trail
telling this story requires indepth

accounts alone

to understand the childs experience

we must understand childhood

what do children fear what motivates them how do they develop how do they
view their world we must build on existing works on childhood to understand it as a
life
stage itself
lifestage

this will aid in understanding the childrens writings

other important considerations require examination of sources other than the
diaries of young LDS pioneers as well

for example

adult accounts must be consulted

and compared to the childrens accounts in order to understand the similarities and

differences between the two

the trail obviously looks different from three or four feet

off the ground than it does from five or six feet for example sarah sophia moulding
gledhill who was only three when she crossed the plains and could remember very little
jingle jangle of the pots and kettles fastened
always maintained a vivid memory of the jinglejangle

underneath the wagon

8

her small

size would have put her at eye level with the

underneath side of the wagon where she would see and hear those pots everyday while
her taller parents would not notice them we must look at the factors that influenced
what children saw and experienced that their parents did not another important
consideration is religion how did mormon culture and doctrine affect the experiences

trail
trall unpublished paper given at brigham young university they gathered to zion september 26
1997 for works on the mormon trail in general see wallace stegner the gathering ofzion
of zion lincoln
1

university of nebraska press 1992 stanley B kimball historic resource study mormon pioneer
National park service
interiornational
national historic trail washington DC united states dept of the Interior
press
1
1
1
1
1978 leroy
to
city
iggi
777
zion
salt
B
days
1991
I
I
deseret
and
stanley
I
lake
kimball
knight
199 hal
ili
iii
R and ann W hafen handcarts to zion lincoln university of nebraska press 1960 for overland
trail diaries and reminiscences see merrill J mattes platte river road narratives chicago university of
pressl 1988 for information on american childhood in general see joseph hawes and N ray
illinois press
conil
american childhood A research guide and historical handbook westport conn
hiner eds
eds4merican
greenwood press 1985
ususan
8susan
usan arrington madsen 71I walked to zion salt lake city deseret book company 1994 108

5

that LDS children had

setting the LDS childrens accounts against non LDS accounts

will show us how the perspectives might have been similar or different

in a study of this nature some parameters must be established exactly what age
group do children fall under elliott west sets an arbitrary definition for children as

those under the age of fifteen

he admits this is arbitrary because the line between

wemer includes
childhood and adulthood could be very obscure on the frontier emmy werner
in her accounts children who were eighteen years old and married some with babies of

their own this definition is much too broad as heads of families should not qualify as
children

for this study we will use accounts from those under fourteen at the time of

travel children over that age were often considered adolescents and some even married
or were independent over that age we also cannot rely on accounts from children who

crossed the plains under the age of four as their memories were probably not adequately
developed until that age

9

this question of memory poses the major problem to this study

As mentioned

few accounts were kept on the trail most are reminiscences written years after the fact

time fades images in the mind and memory can play tricks thus we face the fact that
some of these accounts may not be completely accurate peoples ideas and perceptions

tend to change as they grow older affecting the original youthful perceptions they had at
the time furthermore people often intend written reminiscences to be read by the
public they attest to lives well spent despite extreme hardships

this can color the

reality of the actual experience however 1I will assume that people remembered and

wrote about things as they actually saw them that which impressed them as children

patnick
patrick
psychology
datrick huyghe voices glances and flashbacks our first memories Psycho
loy today
52
september 1985 48
4852
9

6

likely would stay with them throughout the years and be revealed even in later wri
writings
tings
As elliott west says the only thing more foolish than accepting the available sources

would be to ignore them perhaps sarah sharp who traveled across the plains at age ten
and wrote about her experiences many years later said it best

of course

this is the

memory of a 10 year old girl and may not be all perfect but it stands out plainly to me or
1I

would not write it if 1I did not think it right

0 10O

this study does not examine every childhood account of the mormon trail in
existence it is limited to those accounts available in both the harold B

lee library at

brigham young university and the historical department of the church in salt lake

city

11

it is also limited to first person accounts

to locate the accounts that fit my age

parameters 1I used davis bittons guide to mormon diaries and autobiographies and
ninety two
searched the available computer systems these searches turned up a total of ninetytwo
accounts all of which 1I have examined and used in this study
As we look at various aspects of children on the mormon trail our view of trail
life will broaden

the unique perspectives children offer enrich our understanding of

both the mormon trail experience and of childhood itself furthermore the sources
explain the many contributions children made along the trail thus emphasizing the
extreme importance of the family unit in westward migration and settlement

at the

same time that children were working toward their destination trail life was affecting

them

the trail acted as a testing or training ground for many LDS

them for the great challenge of settling in the rocky mountains

children preparing

the unique situations

10sarah
sarah sharp typescript LDS church archives 5
111
lil
lii1 felt that a sample size of ninetytwo
ninety two accounts was sufficient for a work of this scope and that
the accounts in these two repositories would provide a good representation of children on the trail
1

7

encountered on the trail required children to accept responsibilities of adult proportions

ultimately an important symbiotic relationship comes into focus children greatly
life
affected trail ilfe
lik while life on the trail in turn had a major impact on them
ilk

most important this study allows previously ignored voices to be heard pais
this is
tais
the reason 1I chose to study children

the story of the american west is a story of many

diverse people interacting with each other and with a diverse land this study attempts to
tell the story of one of those groups of people and their first encounter with the west by

itself it cannot tell the whole story of westward migration but as many other historians
contribute studies of other people and their experiences in the west the pieces of the
puzzle come together and a fuller richer picture results

8

chapter one
first perceptions and impressions
latter day saint emigrants the actual journey to salt lake city began at
for most latterday
council bluffs on the missouri river saints living in nauvoo at the time of the exodus
embarked on their journey a couple of hundred miles to the east at the mississippi river

unable to practice their religion freely in the united states they determined to establish
homes in the salt lake valley they traveled across the treacherous muddy plains of

semitemporary
temporary encampment winter
iowa during the early spring of 1846 and made a semi

quarters at the missouri before starting to utah the following spring emigrants coming
later generally found transportation to council bluffs where they organized and outfitted

for the more than 1000 miles of travel that lay ahead
gorth
north

the mormons traveled on the

side of the platte river through nebraska while most non LDS emigrants traveled

on the south side around

fort laramie the mormon trail joined with the general

overland trail and from there to south pass the two trails were one and the same the
mormon then turned southwest to fort bridger following an older fork of the oregon

california trail from fort bridger to salt lake city the mormons followed the rough
route cut by the donner
reed party in 1846 eventually a railroad was laid and
donnerreed
emigrants could travel as far as florence by train before taking up the journey on foot

saints coming from europe started their journey even further east as they boarded ships
at liverpool to cross the atlantic ocean before tackling the plains and mountains of

nebraska and wyoming in 1869 the completion of the first transcontinental railroad
made travel by train possible all the way into the salt lake valley but until then more
than 70000 saints made the trek across the mormon trail

9

twenty two years
of the saints who did make the journey during those twentytwo

the

majority walked most traveled in the traditional wagon companies but even with

wagons generally only the sick and feeble or those too young to walk were allowed to
ride wagon space was desperately needed for supplies and personal belongings and the

emigrants could not afford to add the extra burden of humans to the loads pulled by the
already overworked draft animals between 1856 and 1860 some emigrants traveled by

handcart and they not only had to walk they also had to push or pull their loads along

the experiences that the pioneers had on the trail differed depending
they traveled

on the year

the trail has a life of its own consisting of several basic stages until

1849 the trail was new and rough and required more actual pioneering travelers starting

after the gold rush of 1849 however had a slight advantage as the huge numbers of
biners improved the rough trail As previously noted many emigrants
forty niners

experimented with handcarts between 1856 and 1860 which represents another stage
post 1860 LDS emigrants were brought across the plains by the
during the last stage post1860
down and back teams men in utah would travel east with their teams to pick up
emigrants and bring them back west this method of travel was generally well organized
and successful

the time of travel varied generally the pioneers could plan on being on the road
for close to three months they usually left council bluffs in june or july and arrived in

salt lake city in september the wagon trains averaged somewhere around fifteen miles
a day more on a good day

one traveler remembers walking more than twenty miles one

day often having to stop for several days at a time to wait for high rivers to fall to make

repairs to ferry wagons or to round up cattle

10

the handcart companies were able to

travel slightly faster and were generally fairly successful except for the two well
known
wellknown
companies which met with disaster due to their late start and the exceptionally fierce and
early mountain snows obviously the accounts written by pioneers in these two

companies will differ substantially from accounts written by people in more fortunate
companies

the mormon route spans roughly 1300 miles from montrose iowa to salt lake
city the pioneers traveled over the prairies of iowa crossing streams as needed and
then followed the platte river through nebraska As they neared wyoming the terrain
changed from prairies to sand hills and then dry high plains through wyoming they
followed the sweetwater river and crossed the mountain passes into utah

12

the trail was a new experience for all the LDS pioneers though many families
had moved several times in their lives they had not moved such a distance at one time

the west to which they were heading was a country that these people

accustomed to the

timbered and lush green countryside
country side in the east or in europe had never known young
and old alike would take in new sights and be exposed to new experiences examining

the initial perceptions and first impressions of these youngsters embarking on a new
exciting and often frightening journey can be illuminating

because of their age and stage in life childrens outlooks differ from adults

the

adults on the trail had to be practical and their diaries generally reflect that they write

about mileage weather quality of the soil or vegetation road conditions and water
sources children on the other hand tend to be literalists and sensualists As elliott west

historic resource study
washington DC united states dept of the Interior
National
interiornational

12for
for information on the conditions of the trail see stanley B kimball

mormon pioneer national historic trail
park service 1991

11

argues rather than thinking practically they see things literally and notice and write
about things that provoke physical sensation

13

for example catherine greer who

traveled to utah at the age of thirteen and later wrote about her experiences spent sixteen
lines typed describing the details of a spider web she saw one night

14

while this may

seem a trivial thing to write about it shows that children tended to notice things that

adults often did not children notice things that affect them physically because that is

how they learn from infancy babies learn the nature of objects by putting them in their
mouths children may not understand their parents when they tell them a hot stove will

burn them but they understand after experiencing the physical sensation of getting
year old sarah sophia
threeyearold
this is especially true for young children three

burned

moulding retained a vivid recollection of the physical sensation of thirst she was only
allowed to drink from her fathers canteen when the wagons stopped and her sister
always got the first drink

1I

can remember how 1I would dance up and down waiting for

her to finish getting her drink and how thirsty 1I was

15
3715
7715

children also tend to be very literal the abilities to think rationally and
practically and to realize that there is more to the world than what is immediately visible
develop gradually

the childs reality is very egocentric young children cannot

comprehend that the world may look different to others than it does to themselves

if a

young child closes his or her eyes he or she thinks that everyone else is in the dark as
well

16

although not an LDS pioneer four year old marianne hunsaker edwards darcy

west 30

10 special collections harold B lee
ap 9910
catherine greer autobiography typescript pp
library brigham young university provo
15
madsen 108
L alan sroufe robert G cooper and ganie B dehart child development its nature and
course new york mcgraw hill inc 1992 334335
334 335
14

1

12

provides an excellent example of childrens literal way of thinking she recalls asking
her father what oregon was and he told her it was a place they were going

he pointed

west which because they were in a house happened to be in the direction of the
fireplace and told her it was that way she writes

after that wherever 1I happened to be 1I would point to the fireplace and say
oregon is in that direction

1I

thought grown people were very stupid
pointed
ted to a neighbors fireplace and announced that oregon
sometimes when 1I poffi
was in that direction they would nod their heads and say how smart 1I was and
when 1I repeated the performance at some other neighbors they would correct me
17
and point toward the setting sun and tell me that was the direction of oregon

julia frances miller another oregon pioneer provides another example once while
traveling she saw an indian wearing a heavy linen bedspread with bits of clay on it she
found out that he had dug up the body of some emigrant and used the shroud in which the
five year old julia thought that when people spoke
corpse had been buried from then on fiveyearold

of digger indians that is what they meant indians who dug up the bodies of dead people
and wore their clothes

t0
18

because of this unique stage of life when they are more literally and sensually
minded children make valuable observations of their initial experiences on the trail As
children grow older they gradually lose these characteristics and their accounts begin to
differ although children naturally experienced different things depending on their
circumstances and age the accounts show that the majority of children generally noticed
and were impressed by the same aspects of their new surroundings among the most

highly
highlynoted
noted of these are various natural wonders interestingly however while children
did write about these natural wonders from their literal and physical point of view many

fred lockley conversations

with pioneer women oregon
vith

16ibid1
ibid 245

13

283 284
rainy day press 1981 283284

of the accounts show that contrary to wests argument children also viewed them from a
adult like perspective often it was only very young children who viewed their
practical adultlike

surroundings according to

wests interpretation

the existence of a practical side can be attributed to a couple of different factors
first of all the accounts available are mostly written by adults who crossed the plains

as

children onlytwo
only two of the accounts are actual diaries because they are looking back

upon the experience with the greater maturity and experience they may include
information that they did not really notice as children but learned later in life however
while this may be true to a small extent it does not provide an adequate explanation

the

detail of the images that the pioneers describe suggests that the pioneers draw upon

mental pictures kept in memory from their youth A better explanation then for the
existence of practical matters in the accounts would be that children on the trail were
often forced to think more like adults despite their tender age although they did have a

greater capacity to view their new environment with a more carefree perspective in many
instances children were forced to grow up very quickly on the trail and assume the
responsibilities of adults thus they had to think more practically to help ensure
successful travel

this can be illustrated by examining the ways in which the young

found natural wonders
pioneers discuss some of the newly
newlyfound

one of the most frequently mentioned natural wonders was the buffalo

of

ninety two diaries from LDS children thirtytwo
thirty two mention buffalo encounters some of
ninetytwo
these reveal the literal and sensual viewpoint west discusses and others indicate that the
children were sometimes more concerned with the practical matters of how these
being both types of accounts prove enlightening
wellbeing
creatures affected their safety and well

14

william B ashworth who crossed the plains around the age of five was one of
those who simply marveled at the awesome sight of the great creatures

he describes

what looked like a black cloud which soon showed itself to be a herd of hundreds of
buffalo coming toward us

19

I

1
age
nine
ebenezer crouch
records 1I well remember

seeing the vast herds of buffalo as we traveled along the platte river and across the

laramie plains day after day as we traveled along we passed thousands of them As far
as the eye could reach the plains were black with them

320
720
20

other children remember the

thundering noise the buffalo made sometimes in addition to the buffalo herds the
pioneers also encountered herds of deer or antelope rachel burton remembers as a nine
year old child being delighted to see how nimbly thay ran
yearold

21

while these children remember mostly how the buffalo herds appeared more
children remember the practical side they recall having meat for supper when the
company encountered and killed buffalo they remember cutting the beef in strips to dry

for food they also remember the trouble that stampeding herds caused the wagon trains

some children had very specific memories of the practical implications of the
buffalo herds catherine ellen camp greer records the following

there were so many buffalo that we had to go right along between wagons and
herd them away from the wagons we had sacks and sacks of buffalo meat we
would take it and cut it up in 5 and 10 pound pieces and salt it down and then put
it on racks made out of wood and stakes laid across the top of them and smoke
and dry them just like ham and it was fresh and nice we did the buffalo tongues
and everything the same way the hump of the buffalo is just as tender as a
yearlings
lings but not the bulls when
year
young calf the men would kill the cows and yearnings
we wanted a buffalo they would go right into the herd and on their fast horses

19

tV typescript p 4 special
autobiography of william B ashworth
Ashwor
collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo
20
20ebenezer
Ebenezer crouch autobiography of ebenezer crouch manuscript LDS church archives
19william
william B ashworth

6
21

21rachel
rachel burton

autobiography of rachel burton typescript LDS church archives
15

3

they rope the animal they wanted and drag it into camp so the women could help
care for the fat and of the meat

she writes of how they would roast the bones and records you have no idea how much
marrow would be contained in the larger leg bones sometimes almost a pint and we used
this for butter

she also recalls that the buffalo tallow could be used for candles and that

they gathered enough to last all winter catherine was thirteen years old when she
crossed the plains and at that age likely held some of the responsibility for cooking for
the family and thus would remember the extra work and extra food that came from the
huge buffalo

22

likewise mary powell sabin who crossed the plains at age twelve and

who frequently mentions her duties as camp cook recalls one occasion when the boys
killed some buffalo for the camp she writes

we put twenty pieces of meat each piece

about fifty cents worth of beef into our bake kettle in this way we cooked for about

twenty families

23

although buffalo provided some often desperately needed nourishment to the
hungry travelers the animals could also cause problems joseph moesser recalls the
precautions they had to take against buffalo herds after having experienced one upset
already

he remarks in traveling it was found that it would not do to travel single file

they then arranged to travel with the wagons three abreast so if a herd of buffalo should
come in contact with the train they could not divide the camp

24
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joseph was eleven

when he crossed the plains and had been assigned to drive his familys team to salt lake

greer 11
23mal
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city naturally he would be more concerned with stampeding buffalo upsetting his
wagon than he would be fascinated with their wild beauty

while children may naturally be literalists and sensualists extreme circumstances
such as those on the trail sometimes call for exceptions children with the

responsibilities of driving teams remember how the buffalo made their jobs tough

children who helped with the cooking remember that buffalo sightings meant a meat
drying session children who suffered from hunger tend to remember that buffalo meant

the rigors of the trail required children to quickly

a full belly for once

adjust their

thinking to a more practical level

another common natural wonder that the children encountered for the first time
was the terrible prairie storm while undoubtedly exposed to severe weather previously
being out on the open prairie with little or no shelter in an electrical storm was a new
experience that obviously evoked physical sensations

especially fright studies

conducted by psychologists to determine the things that children fear show that natural
hazards are very high on the list one study concludes that fear of natural hazards comes
in second only to fear of wild animals which is the most common fear among children

ages four to twelve
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children paint vivid descriptions of these occurrences

james kirkham who crossed the plains at age ten recalls a terrible storm in the

utah mountains
and in the distance hughe dark clouds were to be seen and soon the heavens
Artil lerry roard
board clap after clap
became black the lightening flash and heaven artillerry
dec ended in torrents my brother had arrived
decender
came the thunder and soon the rain decended
early in camp at the foot of the mountain in the afternoon but 1I was left with my
father and as it was not safe for me to ride 1I had to walk had no coat or hat on
and soon became very wet with the rain in the darkness of the night 1I soon got
loss and wandered alone sometimes on the road and sometimes in the crick by the
25adah
adah maurer

what children fear journal of genetic psychology 106 1965 272
17

roadside up to my waist in water when the lightning came 1I was able to see where
listening
list ning to the sound of a cow bell that was on the end of
the road was and by listning
some waggon in the distance 1I by the time the storm abated was able to overtake
the waggon and was picked up and taken in camp about two oclock in the
26
1
morning when 1I arrived in camp I was wet and sore and very frighten

william B ashworth also relates a vivid account of a storm he experienced crossing the
plains

he had been sent with another boy to fetch water about a quarter mile from camp

it was dark and on their way back in company with two women who were also fetching
water it began to rain he recalls

the lightening and thunder increased terrifically

and

the good women lifted up their dresses and covered us completely with their full skirts

they began to shout as hard as they could and we boys were crying as hard
could

2327
3327
5527
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as we

eventually the rain ceased and they found their way back to camp john

staheli a mere four years old when crossing the plains retains a vivid picture in his mind

of one harrowing sight during a storm he recalls one day during the sudden electrical
storm three young women were walking along arm in arm when a bolt of lightning

struck the center girl killing her instantly but leaving the other two unharmed this was
a harrowing event

5528
28

to small children who had not seen the elements behave so

fiercely storms posed a menacing threat
As with the accounts of buffalo some children leave more practical descriptions
old charles W nibley remembers the
yearold
of the storms they experienced eleven year

thunder and lightning and rain storms that transpired periodically along the plains of

nebraska were something terrific and occasioned us some inconvenience and

26
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considerable fright

299

year old mary minerva judd remembers going to bed one
twelveyearold
twelve

1
writes
for
a
storm
I slept until the raging
the
night as
elements were gathering
she

storm awoke me my assistance was then required to keep the wagon from being turned
over and the cover stripped off

3330
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in addition to buffalo and fierce prairie storms children were exposed to another
natural wonder of sorts that they had never seen the native american children had
likely heard many of the stories whether true or not circulating about the native

americans and many held them in great fear others were completely awed by their
appearance some found them to be extremely helpful and friendly As pioneers share

their memories of their first encounters with these new people they reveal both their
youthful curious perspective as well as their necessarily acquired practical point of
view

one
third of the pioneers mention indian encounters in their memoirs two of the
onethird
children mention being afraid of them although they never encountered any agnes

richardson remembers all the kids having a grand time while traveling but mother
was always afraid of the indians and wouldnt let them get too far away

31
31

eleven

children record both seeing indians and being afraid of them but the majority does not

mention fear seventeen writers recall seeing indians but do not write about being afraid

of them
most children remember the indians begging for food thomas king age
twelve simply notes we traveled on until we came to pawnee nation indians who
7

29
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called us to a halt As 1I remember they were a hard looking lot and wanted flour beef
and everything they could think of

32

james kirkham remembers having to pacify the

indians with presents or food in order to travel in peace

33

william steward recalls a

band of 400 warriors who rode up to their train and demanded food
offered them some bread

the emigrants

boisterously called for a feast
but this they refused and boistrously

they

fled however when the captain of the train showed them the corpse of a woman who had
died from cholera
one occasion

1cI

34

lucina mecham boren remembers being stopped by the indians on

thought there were a thousand of them they could easily have killed

us all but we gave them provisions by robbing ourselves and then suffering from want of
food

7735
3735
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other pioneers remember the appearance of the indians rather than their habit of
begging for food

of the sioux hyrum weech notes they were a fine looking lot

camped along the river in their tepees made of buffalo skins they were clean and well
dressed in their buckskin clothes and it was a grand sight to see so many of them

36

mary ann hafen remembers the indians jingling trinkets and strange appearance

37

charles W nibley writes the indians were very plentiful and sometimes a little
troublesome although we never had any conflict whatever with them but 1I can remember

that they were a haughty and insolent lot as they would ride upon their ponies decked in
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their feathers and paint and would frighten most of us people who were not used to
538
38

338
them538
them
catherine adams pilling was always afraid of the indians who came into camp

painted in all their savage hideous war paint

39

selina hammond writes

remember well the first indians we met 1I think they were the sioux or
Sho
shones they were traveling the warriors
shoshones
wam ors squaws and papooses
papo oses with tent
plies fastened to the horses sides and dragging it along 1I thought they looked
queer as they were the first indians we had seen and we felt a little afraid of them
as we had heard what dreadful things they had done to the immigrants on the
40
i
plains
1I

mary sabin powell remembers some indians who stopped and examined her familys

little wagons little wagons said they how the squaws laughed

handcart

5

7041
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some of the children had personal encounters with the native americans one
eight year old franklin young for five ponies and two mules
indian chief offered to buy eightyearold

he writes

1I

thought it was more than 1I was worth and went and hid under some

bedding in the wagon when asked what he wanted me for the big chief said 1I should
sleep in his lodge

learn to kill buffalo and when grown should
ride a good horse and leam

have his own little girl for a wife and be a big chief too
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BH roberts met his first

indian when he went with a friend to collect currants along a stream with their caps full

of them they started back to catch up with the wagon train when they met three indians
on horseback

he writes it could be well imagined that the hair on our heads raised as

we saw an inevitable meeting with these savages

the two boys separated to go around

the indians but the indians separated also and the boys knew they were in for it

1I

approached my savage knowing not what to do but as 1I reached about the head of the

38
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horse 1I gave one wild yell the scotch cap full of currants was dropped and 1I made a
wild dash to get by

and did

whereupon there was a peal of laughter from the three

he kept running but glanced back and saw the indians bent over

indians

with laughter

screaming

43

although the indians could be frightening to the children they at times were very
helpful elizabeth pulsipher who was staying near fort laramie for a few days while her

father worked for food remembers that the indians were very friendly and often came to
see what they could do for the suffering family

44

another young pioneer thirteen year

old george harrison sought help from the indians and received it his handcart

company was facing starvation and early snows and he decided to leave it so his family
would not have to feed him

he wandered until he came to an indian encampment

walked right into a teepee and asked for some of the meat that was cooking in a pot

the

squaw in the tent gave him meat and he ended up staying with the indian family and
living happily with them even calling the indian woman his red mother

at fort

laramie he joined up with johnstons army as a cook thus earning his way to salt lake
united with his parents his indian family cried when he left
city to be re
reunited

the pioneers encountered other new and unusual

45

sights in the west although in

these accounts buffalo storms and indians seem to be the most frequently mentioned
ones several of the emigrants also mention seeing some of the famous geographical

landmarks on the westward trail elliott west notes that because of childrens tendency
to think literally they expected the landmarks to live up to their names literally they
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were sometimes disappointed to find that the sweetwater river was actually rather bitter
and that there were no ashes nor anyone yelling at

546
46
746
holler546

ash holler

however in the

ninety three accounts used here few even mention the landmarks and those that do
ninetythree
generally mention them as points of reference in passing only one seems to indicate any
special fascination with the unusual rock formations or other natural wonders howard

R egan describes several of the landmarks he passed
at one of the sal
aratus lakes on the trail
saleratus
salaratus

table knives to dig it out

sal
salaratus
aratus
he remembers gathering saleratus

it was very hard and smooth and we had only

of independence rock he writes

to me it appeared to be

the shape of the salt lake tabernacle only very much larger there was hundreds of
names written on it some in large letters and far out of the reach of anyone standing on
the ground

he also commented

on the perpendicular walls of devils gate and recalled

the men calling and dogs barking from one cliff to another in echo canyon

47

aside

from howard R however who seemed to have a particular interest in some of these
natural phenomena few other pioneers seemed to remember them one young pioneer
did remember how she liked hearing the echo of her voice in echo canyon and another

briefly mentioned that devils gate was a scenic place one other young pioneer rachel

emma woolley simmons remembers the following about independence rock

we heard so much of independence rock in wyoming long before we got there
we nooned
mooned at this place but father stayed long enough for us children togo
to go all
over it we went with the boys and with catherine it is an immense rock with
holes and crevices where the water is dripping cool and sparkling we saw a
great many names of persons that had been cut in the rock but we were so
48
disappointed in not having a dance
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none of the other accounts mention any landmarks or natural wonders while their
immediate reactions surely would have proven interesting these landmarks did not make
enough of an impression upon most of the youngsters minds that they remembered and

wrote about them in later years
examining the thoughts and feelings of these young pioneers gives us a basic
understanding of what life was like for them and gives us greater insight into trail life
generally adult perceptions of the frontier were affected by the pull of society behind
them and fears of what lay ahead of them As other trail historians have noted adults
saw along the trail pieces of the life they left behind

landmarks suggest this

the names they gave to various

independence rock chimney rock courthouse rock adults

minds often dwelt on the past they wrote of how much they missed their friends and
family left behind they also worried more about their future in a new land children

however could not see as far into the future nor remember the past as vividly their world

of thought extended only to the farthest landmarks within their sight but precisely
because they were trapped in the present their minds uncluttered by the past and future
they were able to view their immediate surroundings with a clarity their parents could

not

49

thee children had kept journals during their crossing this would be even more
if th

apparent because their accounts are written in retrospect this can be difficult to see as

their minds may have become cluttered over the years with later thoughts and memories

howard R egan obviously did not think independence rock looked like the salt lake
tabernacle when he first saw it because he had never seen the salt lake tabernacle but
writing in retrospect he could use the building as a reference elapse of time between the

49west
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actual experience and documentation of it does cloud our ability to see the experience

clearly but we still catch a glimpse of the unique perspective children share

furthermore the fact that childrens accounts often differ very little from their
adult counterparts can be revealing some of the accounts seem very practical

for

example charles nibley records information about the baking skillet his family used to
bake bread

he says it was

about eighteen inches in diameter about four or five inches

deep made of cast iron it had a heavy lid and it had three or four short legs to raise the

body of the skillet from the ground and admit the fire underneath

950
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these accounts

full of practical details show that despite their young age children were being called

upon to deal with life on the trail as adults did some of them especially the older ones
had to be concerned with practical things just as much as their parents

ONibley
nibley

20
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chapter two
trail experiences
circumstances for each child traveling on the trail differ and thus their
experiences and feelings while traveling differ accordingly it is difficult to describe the
typical juvenile experience as that task requires much generalizing despite the
differences several feelings and experiences seem to recur frequently in the accounts

adults experienced many of the same things as children but other experiences such as
getting lost or left behind seem to be more unique to the younger pioneers either way
thae
tite
the

childs perspective of common trail experiences enriches the story of the trail while

studying these experiences it is important to remember that the normal forces of life

were at work on the trail

the trail was not a suspension of time in which normal aspects

influ
influence
nce
of life and culture disappeared childhood issues such as sibling rivalry peer influx
I1

and discipline still existed children still felt basic needs such as love attention and
aapproval
proval

trail life however often affected these basic aspects of childhood
.77

death of loved ones is one aspect of trail life that children frequently experienced
ninety two accounts
of the ninetytwo

eighteen mention death of family members and friends

or

even beloved animals some companies of pioneers crossing the plains had higher rates
0off mortality than others making it difficult to conclude that death on the trail was

something all children witnessed firsthand
first hand

both suffered extreme casualties

the willie and martin handcart companies

sixty seven deaths in the former alid
and
approximately sixtyseven
ai id

150 in the latter but the robinson company of 1860 recorded only one
between 135
135150

death in the entire company and the stoddard company of the same year suffered no
casualties at all most deaths occurred as a result of cholera or other illnesses or as a
result of accidents along the trail

some historians argue that because the passing of loved ones was a fairly

west
common experience for children they became much more accustomed to it elliott
elliottwest
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writes that parents did little to shield children from the deaths of others

he says that

youngsters accepted death very matter of factly and that journal entries concerning death
51
01
11sit
other historians argue that despite the high
sit calmly beside notes of the ordinary

mortality rate in past years people never become accustomed to something as tragic as
death in the accounts of mormon children we see experiences that support both claims

some children seemed little affected by death and others took it very seriously how
they respond can be affected by a couple of factors

first of all the age of the child can affect how they respond toward death young
children before the age of four or five generally recognize death merely as immobility

if something that once moved no longer moves

it is dead

but they do not necessarily

understand the permanence or significance of death by the age of five they begin to
recognize the disappearance of the body and associate that with death

at this age they

also begin to realize that death is not reversible generally by eight years old sometimes

earlier the child understands what may happen after death and is able to accept the fact

that all plants animals and people will eventually die

for the most part

however it is

not until the age of nine or ten that children really begin to fear death themselves thus
depending on their age and other factors including exposure to death and parental
Wach
dach ings
tt
teachings

children will respond differently
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furthermore in examining why some pioneers write about death with great
sorrow and others seem little affected by it we must remember that these accounts are
written in retrospect and thus the deep emotions that children might have felt at the time
may have diminished over the years furthermore some children might have experienced

trauma at the passing of a loved one and not written about it later because they have
suppressed the experience it is impossible to ascertain whether seemingly detached
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unemotional accounts of death are a result of passing years or are a true reflection of the

childrens feelings at the time
many pioneers provide good examples of practical and matter
of fact responses
matteroffact
toward death

for example elizabeth pulsipher tells of the death of her baby sister

she died the third day after we had started and as there
was no one to take care of her body 1I had to bathe her and
put a little dress on her and sew a cloth around her body
to be buried in as there was no coffin As small as 1I was no
one came to help me and mother was not able to do anything

53

her
other
this account indicates that elizabeth had to deal very practically with the death of

sister as she dealt with many other daily trail tasks other children also write about death
with the same lack of emotion caroline pedersen hansen age seven writes about the

hot weather and sunburns and the problems of crossing the rivers and in between these
seemingly trivial things she inserts one sentence about waking up one morning and
finding her brother lying beside her dead

54

hyrum weech who crossed the plains at

age eleven describes how a man in his company was accidentally shot in the leg while

hunting buffalo simply remarking

the weather being very warm they could not save

him and he died and was buried there out of all the men who went they got only one
55

buffalo

although hyrums account might have shown more emotion if he had

recorded it at the time it occurred the fact that he still remembered getting only one
buffalo indicates that grief and shock may not have affected him a great deal similarly

john fell squires age seven writes very simply about the death of his brother my
brother dick died on the big sandy about two hundred miles east of salt lake city and
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56
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manner556 eightyearold
eight year old nannie erickson anderson
was laid away and left in the usual manner

shows little emotion in her account as well

the journey seemed to be particularly hard

on the babies not one of which lived through it my own little sister and grandmother

both died and were buried by the road side
who died

17
57

no time was taken to build coffins for those

all that charles haderlie writes is proceeding on our trip

my little sister

anna took seriously ill of fever and ague and died somewhere in the neighborhood of
evingston
Ev
ivingston
ingston wyoming

58

although many children showed little emotion at the deaths that occurred along
trall
the trail
trail some of them did express the immense sorrow they felt heber robert mcbride
trall

who traveled in the martin handcart company records the following

went to look for father and at last 1I found him under a wagon with
snow all over him and he was stiff and dead 1I felt as though my heart
would burst 1I sat down beside him on the snow and took hold of one of his
hands and cried oh father father there we was away out on the plains
59
with hardly anything to eat and father dead
1I

on a more humorous note peter howard mcbride hebers six
year old brother viewed
sixyearold
the same death a little differently

he too showed great emotion at the death of his father

and during his burial ran away crying when someone tried to console him he cried

more and said my father had my fish hooks in his pocket and 1I want them

60

peters

young age and possible lack of understanding of death may account for his reaction

many other accounts show that children were not at all hardened or accustomed to
her mother and recalls
death ann jarvis stickney age thirteen writes about the death of
other
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we mourned our loss greatly and it was hard to leave her as we were compelled to
she was buried without a coffin

do

she was put into the grave and just as soon as it was

filled we had to travel on never to see the grave again

61

when lydia holdaways

father died she lamented how they rolled him in a blanket and buried him and how
terrible it seemed to me for him to be left on that lonely plain and of wondering if the
wolves would get him

62

another young pioneer mary judd records with much

her family members
sadness the deaths of
other

it was nearly dark 1I was very sorrowful

after walking around a little 1I came back to the wagon and found the body of my brother
had been taken away

seeing him

it grieved me so much that they had carried him off without me

she indicates contrary to wests claim that her parents did try to shield her

somewhat from the harshness of death on the plains

it was perhaps wise to not permit

uncoffined
my young mind to be impressed with the rude un
coffined way in which they were
obliged to put his remains into the earth

this young pioneer also lost her mother she

describes the lonely feeling connected with burying the dead so far from human
habitation

but circumstances pressed us onward and all our grief and tears would not

bring back mother who was buried on a little hill where we left her

63

however varied the reactions to death the experience was certainly an unpleasant
one even though the emotions may not manifest themselves strongly in some of the

accounts because of the passage of time those children old enough to understand the
concept of death undoubtedly felt grief and shock at the passing of loved ones and
because of the rigors of trail life children often did not have the benefit of seeing their
loved ones appropriately buried in a more stable lifestyle children might have been

afforded the opportunity to grieve and mourn an experience that experts today say is
necessary for young children learning to cope with death but as mary judd points out
9
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fortunately for the young the keen edge of grief soon wears off

64

1

1Ihistorians
sto ri ans

are thus

ft to question the full effects that death may have had on the young pioneers
left

1

while deep sorrow for the loss of loved ones may or may not have been the most
common feeling among children on the trail several other emotions continually resurface
in their journals and memoirs one of those is fear adults also undoubtedly felt fear

along the trail but their fear arose for different reasons they probably feared losing a
spouse or a child or seeing their family go hungry and cold but children felt fearful of
different things that were as real and frightening to them as death was to their parents

among the common things that aroused fear in children were river crossings buffalo
brainstorms
rainstorms
rain
storms and indians

such fears were common to all children not just mormon

lucy ann henderson deady

cchildren
hildren

eleven year old oregon pioneer records
an elevenyearold

1cI

remember how filled with terror 1I was when we experienced the violent thunderstorms
with the torrential rains

out tents would be blown down and everybody and

everything would be soaked with the driving rains 1I remember with what terror 1I saw
the indians come out from fort laramie they looked so naked and wild

65

other fears

were more unique to the childrens individual circumstances rachel emma woolley

simmons who drove a team across the plains at age eleven expresses her fear of the
vicious horses that would kick the board of the wagon to pieces

66

one fear unique to children was that of getting lost or left behind the company
finding themselves alone in the middle of the endless prairie could be very frightening
indeed mary goble pay who was twelve years old when she crossed the plains
remembers being sent out from camp one night to fetch water
agan
bbegan
1gan to think

of the indians and began looking in all directions 1I became confused and

forgot the way 1I should go
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when 1I had gone 1I
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another common experience or feeling children mention is fatigue most
children had to walk the entire journey and this could be very tiring for short little legs

the accounts we read from adults give us an idea of the extreme hardships the pioneers
endured but when we read accounts of the suffering of children we begin to feel the
force of the struggles they faced john settler stucki recalls
have never forgotten how when 1I a nine
year old boy
nineyearold
would be so tired that 1I would wish 1I could sit down for
just a few minutes how much good it would do to me but
instead of that my dear nearly wornout
worn out father would ask
68
me if 1I could not push a little more on the handcart
1I

BH roberts felt so tired during the journey

and knowing that riding in the wagon was

against the law climbed up into the wagon box and found a barrel he could hide in and
rest for a time

he was surprised to find as he lowered himself into the barrel that it

contained three or four inches of molasses at the bottom

feet almost made me scream with pain but 1I stifled it

the smarting of my chapped

too tired to attempt to climb out

remained and gradually slipped down and went to sleep doubled up in the bottom of the

he had to face the laughter from the other emigrants when he later came out

barrel

from his hiding place dripping with molasses but the rest had been worth it

69

year old franklin young who was assigned to help drive the cow herd in
eight
eightyearold
his company relates an incident about a girl in his company

her father had no boys

so

this young girl eight or ten years old had to help drive the cow herd one day franklin
and his brother noticed that she simply gave out and would have been left behind but

we boys caught a yearling heifer and got the poor tired little miss on to the heifer
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1I

astride yes and braught her safe into camp and she lived and grew and came to be a very
nice lady

70

the fatigue that these young pioneers experienced was so acute that they can
remember how tired they felt many years after the trek was over agnes caldwell writes
the following

although only tender years of age 1I can yet close my eyes and see everything in
panoramic precision before me the ceaseless walking walking ever to remain
in my memory many times 1I would become so tired and childlike would hang
on the cart only to be gently pushed away then 1I would throw myself by the
side of the road and cry then realizing they were all passing me by 1I would
71
jump to my feet and make an extra run to catch up

I

john nielson who had his eighth birthday on the trail remembers 11I walked almost the
entire distance from the missouri river many times 1I felt as if 1I could not go another
step 1I was so tired but the lord gave me strength to go on

72

the teamsters in the

commissary wagons of caroline larrabees wagon train would allow her to ride once in
awhile in the wagon if she would sing for them so of course she did

ellen burton beazer writes

73

eight year old
eightyearold

we had to walk most of the way sometimes when we

were very tired we would get in the wagon to rest awhile but the captain would come
around and order everyone who could walk to get down to ease the load

74

while some children experienced intense fatigue other children recall no
ail evan stephans age twelve writes
ali
all
hardship at
atall

wasnt spared much of the pioneering work 1I had the privilege of walking all
the way excepting the green river and platte river which were too deep for me
to ford and the rest of the way 1I walked like a real pioneer 1I dont know whether
1I

all the pioneers enjoyed it

the journey across the plains was such an experience
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of pleasure to me that 1I found it difficult to sympathize with the pioneers who
1I was too elated to walk so 1
I would run ahead and then
thought it a hardship
75
would stop and wait for the crowd

likewise jane wilkie hooper blood writes about one day during which she had walked
nearly thirty miles she recalls

when we reached camp 1I did not feel very tired 1I think
11

our backs were prepared for the burdens

76

those children whose journeys were plagued with extreme cold or lack of food
probably felt more fatigue than those children who traveled in more fortunate companies
reg
Beg ardless
regardless

youngg ones
of the success of their companies the journey was arduous on the youn
r

agnes caldwell who traveled in the willie handcart company remembers the relief
wagons coming allowing the old and infirm to ride she and a few other children
hoping to be offered a ride decided to see how long they could keep up with the wagons

one by one they all fell out until 1I was the last one remaining so determined was 1I that
1I

should get a ride finally a driver offered to let her ride

he gave her his hand to pull

her up but instead of pulling her into the wagon he clucked to his horses to speed up

making her run along side holding his hand

on we went to what to me seemed miles what went through my head at that
time was that he was the meanest man that ever lived or that 1I had ever heard of
and other things that would not be a credit nor would it look well coming from
point
nt he stopped taking a
one so young just at what seemed the breaking poi
pol
blanket he wrapped me up and lay me in the bottom of the wagon warm and
comfortable here 1I had time to change my mind as 1I surely did knowing fall
777
well by doing this he saved me from freezing when taken into the wagon
I1

other children especially in the willie and martin handcart companies write of
the extreme cold they experienced

ten year old josephine hartely zundle who traveled
tenyearold
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with the martin company writes my mothers and sisters skirts were frozen stiff they
would try to dry them out in the evening by the fires but were not very successful my

brother samuels feet were frozen and he lost one leg below the knee and he always
wore a peg leg after that

78

caroline larrabee writes another item stays in my

at the south pass it was very cold

memory

eliza king said I will warm them
1

my sister cried her hands were so cold

she slapped them hard it hurt 1I tell you

79

mary

groble
goble pay another young girl who traveled that same year late in the season had to
gobie

have her toes amputated after being frozen so badly she had gotten lost while out

looking for water one night and wandered around in snow up to her knees until 1100
when
then she was found by then it was too late to save her frostbitten toes peter howard

mcbride of the martin company could still recall in later years the bloody tracks his

sisters bare feet left in the snow as she carried water from the river to do the cooking he
also writes

later we had a terrible cold spell the wind drifted so much 1I knew 1I would die
the wind blew the tent down they all crawled out but me the snow fell on it
say
went to sleep and slept warm all night in the morning 1I heard someone sa
tentt
bentt my sister said well my little brother must be
how many are dead in this tent
frozen to death in that tent so they jerked the tent loose sent it scurrying over
the snow my hair was frozen to the tent 1I picked myself up and came out quite
80
alive to their surprise
1I

peters brother heber recounts similar experiences he relates

prav that
we used to pray

we might die to get out of our misery for by this time it was getting very cold weather
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and our clothing almost worn out and not enough of bedclothes to keep us warm we

would lay and suffer from night till morning with the cold

5581
81

while the martin and willie companies experienced more exposure to cold
weather than did the other companies some children even in the successful companies
mention the cold through which they suffered

BH roberts

who traveled in an 1866

wagon train that completed the journey before the snows came recalls

the only night

covering 1I had was a petticoat that my sister mary slipped to me after retiring into the

wagon this night covering 1I caught with eager hands and 1I curled up under the wagon
and generally shivered through the night

QJ
0382
3382
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hunger was another experience that some children in more fortunate companies
ninety two diarists
escaped but that other children suffered through sixteen of the ninetytwo

remember feeling extreme hunger and several others expressed dissatisfaction at the
boring and sometimes insufficient trail rations some children had their rations reduced
to a mere two ounces of flour per day and nothing else heber robert mcbride writes

then was the time to hear children crying for something to eat nearly all the children
would cry themselves to sleep every night my 2 little brothers would get the sack that
had flour in and turn it wrong side out and suck and lick the flour dust

83

some of the

children would find a piece of raw hide and chew on it all day to alleviate the hunger
pains ann jarvis stickney went four days without bread or flour she and her family
had nothing during that time but what they could pick from the bones of an old ox that
hlad
flad
fiad
had

been killed
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the martin company reduced flour rations for all travelers until the
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flour was completely gone

the captain of this company was very kind to josephine

hartley zundle and her family and gave her mother some of the four sacks to scrape off
with a knife what little flour was left along with the lint with this she was able to make
some cakes and mush to help sustain life

85

peter howard mcbrides
mab rides hunger was so
mcb

severe that he could never forget it one of the teamsters in his company gave the
rides a chunk of buffalo meat which peters father put in the back of the handcart
Mc
mcbrides
mab
mcb Brides

he told the children that it was to be saved for dinner the following sunday peter writes
1I

was so very hungry all the time and the meat smelled so good to me while pushing at

the handcart and having a little pocketknife 1I could not resist but had to cut off a piece
or two each half day

59

he feared the whipping he would receive when he was discovered

but the hunger was too great on sunday his father went to get the meat and asked peter

if he had been cutting some off peter acknowledged that he had

then instead of

giving me the severe scolding and whipping he did not say a word but started to wipe the

tears from his eyes

peter also remembers when

some men passed us one day and

stopped to talk they gave my baby sister some cookies she carried them in her little

pocket and 1I was always with her and would tease for a bite she would give me a taste
once in a while and it was so good

writes of another night

no cake 1I ever tasted

he

since was ever so good

they gave me a bone of an ox that had died 1I cut off the skin

and put the bone in the fire to roast and when it was done some big boys came and ran

away with it

then 1I took the skin and boiled it drank the soup and ate the skin

was a good supper

851bid1
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the next day we had nothing to eat but some bark from trees
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and it
86

A few children remember having plenty to eat during the trek caroline larrabee

writes we had good rations on the plains we had flour bacon dried peaches and
apples

87

agnes caldwell southworth who was in the willie company remembers

winter came in october with eighteen inches of snow but in spite of this we did not
suffer from hunger due to mothers careful and frugal planning

QQ
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other experiences emigrants unfortunately encountered were sickness and
accidents trail historian john unruh claims that nine out often
of ten deaths on the trail
resulted from sickness

cholera mountain fever and scurvy being the top offenders

accidents come in a close second

89

few children actually write about these things

mostly because many of the children who experienced them did not live to tell about it

john nielson records that his company has gone down in history as the ox team cholera
company of 1866 because of all the sickness in their train

90

in mary judds company

twelve out of fifteen members of one family passed away and she herself lost her mother

brother and sister to the disease catherine leishman became very sick on the journey
and because her mother and older sister had died had no one to care for her

1I

being ill

with a burning fever was not allowed to drink much water a pint being the limit but

there was a beautiful spring near by to which 1I crept while father was away and drank
until my thirst was satisfied
skeleton unable to walk

92

91

john fell squires was reduced by diarrhoea to a mere

on the other hand many experienced great health on the

trek lucina mecham boren writes my father my brother and sister polly were all

17
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sick when we left for utah people said they were foolish for starting but by the time

they were half
way they were all right
halfway

93

some of the pioneers found that the dry

climate and vigorous exercise on the trail improved their health and made them stronger

accidents were as devastating on the trail as sickness moving wagons stream
crossings buffalo stampedes unruly draft animals and loaded guns in the wagons made
avoiding accidents next to impossible howard R

egans brother erastus fell under the

tongue of the wagon and would have escaped but because he tried to get out of the way

of a pig that was tied under the back of the wagon his foot got under the wheel
he got to ride after that

94

gideon murdock had the job of driving one yoke of oxen on

the trail at the young age of six
1I

at least

he remembers this was quite an undertaking for me as

was only six and a half years old and small for my age it was hard for me to keep out

of the way of the team and wagon for in fact 1I had my feet and legs run over two or three
times by the wagon in jumping out to stop the team

5595
95

william stewards sister tried

to jump out of the wagon but her skirt caught in the drawbolt of the tongue and dragged

her under the wheel breaking her leg

she hollered of course it stirred the cattle and

the whole train came very near going in the platte river

796
96

franklin young recalls one

day 1I was riding in the wagon and while moving along 1I stepped down on to the wagon

tongue and slipped and fell to the ground the front wheel passed over both my legs just
above the ankles but no bones were broken and 1I got a ride for a week or ten days

before 1I was able to drive cows again
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in all the stories about children falling under
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the wheels of the wagon a surprising number of the children escaped with little or no
injury historians generally conclude this was due to the deep and soft sand that allowed
for some depression thus relieving the full weight of the wagon

some however did not make it through such accidents peter weston maughan
age three was one child who did not

over him

he fell out of the wagon and the first wheel passed

he tried to escape the other one but

as his mother records

the wagon stopped just as the hind wheel stood on his dear little back he was
bruised internally so that it was impossible for him to live long
the people left
their wagons and gathered around mine and all wept for the dear little boy that
we knew must soon leave us 1I had talked to him many times to be careful and
not fall out of the wagon or he might be hurt very bad 1I did not know that his
father had fainted for the brethren stood to hide him from my sight on my
asking for him they said he would come soon As soon as he was able he came
to the wagons covered with dust but his little boy could not speak to him he
opened his eyes and looked so lovingly at us then gently closed them and passed
98
peacefully away and left us weeping around his dear little bruised body

although children experienced intense suffering along the trail their jjournals and
personal histories also contain many references to the fun times they had as they traveled
As some pioneers reflect on their experiences the enjoyable times stand out the most in

their memories children were in a unique position to enjoy the journey generally the
adults in the company carried the responsibilities and burdens associated with travel so

they were less able to enjoy the trip itself

the children however usually had less to

worry about and therefore had more time and also more emotional freedom to find
pleasure and amusement along the trail rachel burton writes
troubles 1I was never badly frightened

of the burdens

99

father and mother carry all of the cares and all

charles W nibley claims

for a boy of my age than any hardship

in all our worries and

altogether it was rather an enjoyable time

at least if it was a hardship 1I did not feel it so

of course to my father and mother at their time of life it must have been very different
98
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and no doubt they suffered great inconvenience and more or less trial and sacrifice in it
all
ali
a

11

100
7100
loo

so while parents may have been more concerned with the struggles of bringing a
family 1300 miles across the country on foot the children were concerned with having
man
fijn
fan

alma elizabeth miner who crossed the plains at age six remembers the westward

trek only as a delightful pleasure jaunt
happy as could be

101

she recalls we children would run along as

catherine adams pilling age twelve recollects the many good

times she had during the evenings when the company camped and held dances or sang

together TA brady stevens recalls well do 1I remember the good times we would
have at night when the boys would smooth off a place on the ground wet it a little pat it
down wet it a little more till finally they would have a very nice dance floor on which
we
mie
vie would all dance to the music of a fiddle and triangle
ole
in sing alfongs
alongs and dances around a big bonfire

seemed

35

she recalls

103
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rachel burton participated

the bigger the fire the better it

evan stephans another pioneer who had an enjoyable time

oid boy
old
twelve year oldboy
fun was due to the fact that he was a twelveyearold
acknowledges that part of the man
fan

walking a thousand miles between two and three hundred danish girls

104

some

companies of emigrants experienced greater hardships than others and as evan stephans

of the
ofthe
traveled with a successful wagon train in 1866 he suffered minimally members odthe
martin and willie handcart companies on the other hand suffered tremendously and did
fun
not write of man
fan or pleasure jaunts
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many aspects of the trail discussed

sickness hunger pleasure etc

were not

necessarily unique to children although their accounts may differ adults experienced
some of the same things children however experienced one thing their parents did not

discipline being on the road did not excuse children from being obedient and when they

the following accounts tell of several cases

failed to measure up consequences followed

in which children learned a lesson in being obedient

rachel emma woolley simmons tells one of these stories her mother had told
her many times not to go bathing every time the train stopped to camp but one night she
disobeyed

the night was especially dark and she got lost the dew on the high grass

soon soaked her from the knee down finally she found the wagon and her father gave
well deserved whipping she records
her a welldeserved

in consequence of getting wet that night 1I

had a crick in my neck the next morning my head was drawn on one side 1I tried to

make myself believe it was because father had whipped me and thought he ought to be
sorry
storry but it didnt seem to strike him that way

105

TA brady stevens tells about a time when she disregarded her mothers
instructions as well

such things as needles and small things which were necessary to make the trip
more pleasant for all were guarded with the strictest of rules but one day 1I
decided that 1I wanted to do some sewing so 1I got mothers coveted needle and
being careful as 1I would of course 1I lost it in the road which was thick with dust
so 1I started to look for it and was afraid of a scolding from my mother so 1I ran off
in the tall sage brush while the train was stopped being a mere child 1I was
permitted to ride in either of our wagons so when the train started up this day they
never noticed whether or not 1I was with them when in fact 1I was a long ways
away from them in hiding perhaps 1I can lay my being rescued to the fact that 1I
had one a very bright red dress and to the alertness of our capt for he it was who
was riding around the train after it had started to see that every thing was alright
when he spied my very red dress at that time he never knew what it was but
105
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came riding over to see picked me up in his saddle and told me 1I was about a
mile from where we had camped and asked me where 1I was going and who 1I was
reprimanded
rep remanded me but 1I had learned my
after 1I told him he took to my father who repremanded
106
lesson and never tried that trick again

anna oark
clark
dark hale had a similar experience with needles and disobedience
remember mother had to do some sewing on our clothing but couldnt do so
because she had lost her needle the next day 1I showed up with a needle and told
mother 1I had found it she said it wasnt hers and asked me where 1I got it my
answers did not satisfy and she demanded the truth 1I finally confessed that in
visiting another camp 1I saw a lady sewing on a button and beside her was a little
cusion
casion with a lot of pins and needles in it and 1I thought she could spare one
needle for my poor mother who had lost hers well mother made me take the
needle back and apologize to the lady 1I can say right here that it was one of the
hardest things 1I ever had to do but it taught me a lesson that 1I never forgot later
the kind lady came over to see mother and gave her one of
her needles
other
incidentally mother did have some more needles packed in a trunk down in one
107
of the wagons
1I

when howard R egan disobeyed the order to stay close to the train he received
a punishment that fit the crime

he had been walking with the train but had fallen

behind when he realized how far behind he was he began to get scared and started to
run to catch up to the wagon but he ran out of breath and had to slow down again

kept getting farther behind until finally his mother sent someone back to get him

he

the

man who came for him took his hand and tried to make him run the whole distance back
to the train but as howard R explains

finding 1I was about all in he swung me on his

back and tried to rattle my teeth out by running at a dog trot stamping his feet as hard as
he could to give me a good jolting and something to remember him by which this proves
1I

do for 1I never got very far hrom
from the wagon again
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young christine M larsen from denmark also had an experience unique to
children while it had nothing to do with obedience or discipline it would not have
happened had she not been a young child although her native tongue was danish she
had learned some english her first few weeks in america

her driver in the wagon train

had taken an interest in a young woman in the train one morning he motioned for her to
come and ride with him but they could not understand each other as he spoke english
and the young woman danish

he motioned for christine to come and sit between them

so that she could tell each one what the other said

this went on for some time during the

jove
dove is such a beautiful language and so easy to learn
love
iove

journey but as christine writes

so as time went on 1I was not asked to sit with them

the last time she came and rode in

our wagon she told me that when they got to salt lake city she was going to open her
trunk and she would give me material for a new dress

109

viewing life on the trail through the eyes of children shows how
experiences on the trail may have prepared them for what lay ahead on the frontier

for

example the children learned to push forward despite extreme fatigue and hunger while

many of them had been taught a healthy work ethic from the time they were bom
born the
trail emphasized that work was a way of life children learned to endure hardship and be
resourceful in trying to alleviate dis
discomforts
comforts

for example BH roberts

who had only

his sisters petticoat for a blanket each night discovered a good way to keep warm

he

rolled two boulders together and lit a fire between them with a blazing cowchip from a
neighboring fire after the fire had burned down a little he curled himself around the
stones with the fire in between

he recalled in the early morning when 1I awoke

to my

amazement 1I was covered with an inch or two of snow which had fallen through the night
109cms&e
255
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1I

made my way to look for breakfast grateful for this long night of pleasant and

apparently warm covering

no0

the mcbride children learned how to make an entire

meal out of an old ox bone by either boiling it for soup or burning the flesh left on it and

scraping it off with their teeth we can see that the trail gave children their first taste of
life on the frontier and they learned from their experiences

furthermore children

learned to confront their fears whether the object of their fears was death separation

indians or other aspects of trail life they learned to face them head on these skills
undoubtedly aided them as they faced the struggles involved in carving homes out of the
desert however time spent on the trail was very brief and the skills and lessons learned
may not have been very far reaching none of the pioneers remarked on how trail life

helped them with situations they encountered in later life we can only assume that this

introduction to frontier living made their transition from the east or from europe a little
easier

however while life on the trail may have taught children some valuable skills
that prepared them for frontier life it worked to their disadvantage as well and some of
these disadvantages were much more permanent and significant than were the
advantages

for

year old laura swenson powers
example the trail left eight
eightyearold
fowers an orphan

after her father died in a wagon accident and her mother died giving birth to a premature
baby some children on the trail had to go through the rest of their lives without one or
more limbs due to frostbite on the trail

the trail left other children with vivid

and

unpleasant memories of illness or accidents sarah sophia moulding who could
remember looking out the front end of her wagon at the ever present thistle and
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skunkweed that grew just beside the road

got such a dislike for them that she cl
claims
to
airris 4t0
5111

color
this day 1I cannot stand the sight of the color5111
and while life on the trail may have

taught some children to face their fears head on it undoubtedly re
reenforced
enforced fears in some

childrens minds for example peter mcbride worried all his life for fear his children
might get as hungry as he had been on the trail

112

but whether the effects were positive

iong
term or long
term
or negative short
longterm
shortterm
tern the trail impacted childrens lives and their detailed
and vivid accounts of their experiences attest to this
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chapter three
duties and responsibilities

at the same time that trail life affected children

we also see that children had a

great impact on trail life just as frontier settlement is credited to the family successful
emigration should also be credited to the family the children playing an integral part As

we look at the duties children performed and the responsibilities they had we see the
contributions they made to mormon emigration some of these children came from mid-

western farming communities and had grown up working both outdoors and around the
home other children had performed very little work in their short lives and had bigger
adjustments to make on the trail charles W nibley writes

1I

remember how green we

all were with respect to yoking up cattle or milking cows or greasing the wagon or in

doing anything that pertained to frontier or pioneer life

13
113

hyrum weech recalls it

was amusing to see the way the teams were herded along very few of the company had
ever driven cattle before

114

jane wilkie hooper blood writes before starting from

home 1I had never done any work not even dressed myself

115

on the trail however working became a way of life john mack faragher claims
that the pioneers maintained traditional divisions of labor even on the trail whether
working or playing little girls stayed around the wagons performing domestic duties or
playing games with other little girls boys were expected to follow in their fathers

footsteps and take on more manly chores

116

west disagrees on this point traditional

divisions of labor he claims suddenly became impractical and when a task needed to be
done it didnt matter whether it was womens work or mens work whoever happened to
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overland trail new haven yale university

be available did the job often that available person was a child

the accounts of

mormon children show that this latter viewpoint is more tenable

the most common assignment delegated to children was the collecting of buffalo
non existent and the
chips for fuel in some areas on the trail wood was scarce or nonexistent
pioneers used the dried buffalo dung in its place every night when the companies made
camp the adults were usually busy pitching tents and organizing while the children and

often women gathered buffalo chips so they could cook the food

this was

understandably not the most enjoyable task so children would sometimes make a game

of it by having contests to see who could collect the most edwin alfred pettit who
crossed the plains at age thirteen remembers all the children going out to collect buffalo
chips and some of the daintier sex instead of picking them up with their hands used

tongs to gather them with before we had gone very far they got very bravely over this
117
017
john nielson concurs that the competition for
and would almost fight over a dry one

chips could be fierce

where we could not find wood we burned buffalo chips As soon

as the wagons began to make the circle for camp the race was on many times just as 1I

stooped to pick up a nice big chip 1I was pushed over and would have to go further
118
r
on

joseph moesser however remembers that in his company there was more

cooperation than fighting
buffalo chips for a fire

in many places there was no wood so we had to gather

the children would have their sacks ready when they stopped

and each go for their share of the chips and yet there was no quarreling about it

119
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anna oark
clark
dark hale had not seen buffalo chips before and the first time she was told
themo
them could not understand what they were for
to collect theml

she recalls

1I

would be

assigned every time we camped across the prairies to go and gather buffalo chips in
my apron for our camp fire on cold nights and for cooking our meals before we came to
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this 1I asked my mother why do we have to use these chips

got
903
905

daughtery
daughter
she replied youll find out soon enough daughter5

5

where did all the wood
and 1I surely did

7120
120

for one young pioneer gathering chips got him into trouble
one of my duties was to gather buffalo chips for the campfire one night 1I saw
the train turn off the road and thinking they were going to camp 1I took my sack
from the rear end of the wagon and filled it with buffalo chips then 1I saw that
the train was yet going on and had gone quite a distance while 1I was filling my
sack it was after sundown too so 1I emptied my chips out took my shoes off
and began to run as fast as 1I could it was after dark before 1I caught the train
121
badly frightened and in my hurry 1I lost my shoes and sack

chris alston describes the hardships associated with the use of buffalo chips think of
cooking your supper after a long days walk over a fire ofchips
of chips with the wind blowing
over the great plains and sometimes rain putting out the fire and going to bed without
any supper getting up in the morning at daylight to find everything soaking wet and

nothing to bum to cook your breakfast with hooking up the oxen and traveling until
122

noony
dinner
noon trying to find some dry chips to make a fire to cook dinner122

learned that chips were valuable and should be conserved

1I

howard R egan

remember of helping

mother gather buffalo chips for fire material as there was nothing else and they made a
good fire when we camped where there was plenty of them we would collect a couple

of sacks full and carry them to the next camp for sometimes they would be very
scarce

1

123

elizabeth jacobson pulsipher recalls

toward camping time 1I would gather

buffalo chips in my apron and take them to camp to bum when 1I would get tired of
carrying one load 1I would put them down and rest before gathering more
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besides collecting buffalo chips the other responsibility that all children had was
simply to walk while this may not seem like a tremendous responsibility it actually

presented quite a challenge many of the pioneers write of how they had to walk the
entire trip no matter how exhausted they became peter howard mcbride remembers that

the children and old folks would have to start early each morning so that they would not
be too far behind at night
one bit of a ride

126

125

sarah sharp walked ten to fifteen miles many days without

rachel burton proudly recalls

of the way from winter quarters to salt lake valley

I

1
and
barefooted
was
I walked most
1

1I
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another young pioneer on foot

describes an experience he had 1 I used to get very tired walking and 1I got to hanging on
the tent poles that were tied to the side of the wagon when the string that held them

broke 1I fell and the hind wheel ran over my right shoulder and across my body above
my left hip

128

A surprising number of children carried the difficult and strenuous responsibility

of driving ox teams or loose stock across the plains sixteen of the pioneers specifically
mention their jobs as drivers john haslem clark rode a stallion and drove loose cattle
across the plains at age seven his legs were so short though that they would scarcely
reach across the horses back

129

gideon murdock drove his familys team at the young

age of six thomas king another young driver had to deal with a stampede

spoke to my new wheeler which is one of the most intelligent oxen 1I ever saw
his name was darby and never said whoa to him before when he would not hold
any pair of oxen that even looked through a bow but on this occasion darby had
the spirit of the stampede and paid no attention to me 1I immediately jumped
from the wagon and ran to my leaders hitting them over the head with the butt of
1I
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my whip in some way my near leader struck me on the head with his horn
hom
1300
knocking me senseless

lars oveson writes we hadnt been many days on the road before 1I had learned the
language that it took to drive oxen in two or three weeks 1I was ready for graduation as
a full fledged bullwhacker

131

3131
1131

year old edwin stott drove a wagon in a
twelveyearold
twelve

company than his family when the original driver got sent home by the
different sub
subcompany
captain for misbehaving joseph F smith who was a teamster at age nine writes about
his experience with his oxen named thomm
thorn and joe
thom

many times while traveling sandy

or rough roads on long thirsty drives my oxen were lowing with the heat and fatigue 1I
would put my arms around thomms
thorns neck and cry bitter tears
thoms
thomm
thorn
thom

that was all 1I could do

rny favorite and best and most willing and obedient servant and friend
was my

he

132

choice132 eleven
year old rachel emma woolley simmons drove when one of
was choice
elevenyearold
their teamsters deserted them shortly after starting out

1I

did so in fear and trembling as

one of the horses was very vicious she used to kick up dreadful until she would kick the

board of the wagon all to pieces but it made no difference 1I had to go at it the next day

just the same

59133
133

rachel burton also had to lead her familys ox team when the lines

which her mother used to drive them broke she recalls her adventure descending big

mountain
remember the descent looked long and rather steep but 1I went on down without
waiting for my parents when we got started down however the hill seemed
worse than 1I thought for the wagon pushed the oxen and the oxen hooked the
horse and it kept stepping on my heels and 1I had to run 1I called the children to
sit down and we went down big mountain rather fast the people at the bottom
were very much alarmed and shouted that child will be killed that child will
be killed however we arrived at the bottom in safety 1I would not think of
1I

130y
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3

letting go of that bridle because the children were in that wagon my feet were
dreadfully cut and bruised an my footsteps could be traced for some distance by
134
the blood
As with rachel the older children in the families were often left with the very
cchallenging
haiie nging responsibility
halie
halle

of caring for younger siblings during the trek in addition to

their other duties elizabeth pulsipher recalls being the oldest child the responsibility

of the family rested upon me and nearly every night 1I had to be up with the sick baby

elizabeths mother was

ill so often had to take care

malay a
of her as well she writes many

night 1I have lain and held a quilt over mother to keep the rain off her

135

margaret

four year old
mcneil ballard crossed the plains at age thirteen walking with her sick fouryearold

brother strapped on her back the entire journey she would sit up alone all night and hold
him in her lap
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isabella siddoway armstrong had the job of caring for her little brother

as well and can remember at night after a long

days walk how she would have to bathe

tom and bleeding feet
the pebbles from her brothers torn

137

not only did children care for siblings they also had to care for their own parents
at times

if the parents became ill and could not take care of the family

children had no

choice but to step in and take over heber robert mcbride was one of these children
entirely
intirely
the team was give out in
tirely and we had to take more load on our carts and
had to haul father and mother sometimes we would find mother laying by the
side of the road first then we would get her on the cart and haul her along till we
would find father lying as if he was dead then mother would be rested a little and
she would try and walk and father would get on and ride and then we used to cry
138
and feel so bad we did not know what to do
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children performed other duties along the trail as well that were essential to the
familys success margaret mcneil ballard whose mother was very ill during the trek
describes her duties

every morning 1I would rise early and get breakfast for the family and milk my
cow so that 1I could hurry and drive her on ahead of the company then 1I would
let her eat in all the grassy places until the company had passed on ahead when 1I
139
would hurry and catch up with them

mary sabin had the responsibility of cooking for her family on the trek while waiting in
iowa to start the trip she watched the ladies bake bread in their bake kettles

each day 1I

took pains to watch the women bake bread in their bake kettles 1I was taking lessons
fi
from
om

nd 1I
them 1I knew that 1I should have to do the baking when our own kettle came aand
1

was anxious to learn the best way to do it

she writes

on one occasion a man in the

company gave her family a piece of steak marys mother wanted it partially baked so it
would not spoil despite the lateness of the hour mary sat up cooking the meat until she
finally fell asleep by the fire

140

mary also had to help push handcarts
hand carts their family had

two one which her brother pulled and the other which she and her father pulled when
she was not helping pull her own familys handcart she helped pull one for another

family which had a lazy father

because the children worked so hard along the trail cooking caring for the sick
hand carts and driving teams
and feeble family members gathering fuel pushing handcarts
families were able to successfully complete the journey children played an invaluable

part in westward migration as they performed the daily essential tasks on the trail and
certainly the emotional support they gave to their families was invaluable although this

139
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paper does not delve into the psychology of the pioneers we can assume that the
knowledge of having children to care for sustained many parents and motivated them to

forge onward when they felt like giving up

although sometimes burdened with heavy work responsibilities children found
time to play on the journey indeed for children play was an important aspect of trail
life adults occasionally sought to escape the rigors of trail life by participating in dances

or sing a longs but for children play was not merely an escape it was and is a natural
instinct it was a basic part of their lives at home and being on the road did not change
their attitude towards it because childhood and play are so closely intertwined one
would expect the accounts to mention play and recreation very frequently

unfortunately very few of them do it must be remembered that the accounts are written
by adults who crossed the plains as children and as adults these people may not have

considered play and recreation important elements to include in their life writing some
children did not have as many opportunities for play on the trail because of heavy
responsibilities but others write about some of their favorite pastimes on the trail their
imaginations and ability to find amusement in just about anything made it easy for
children to develop creative ways to play elliott west although not writing about

mormon children describes the creativity children used to find entertainment in the west

one girl imagined a cow chip into a piano another girl gathered her dolls into a house
made of buffalo bones A few boys on their way to oregon made a game out of bouncing

off the bloated tight stomach of a dead ox they would run and jump into it measuring
who could bounce back the furthest
farthest
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children on the mormon trail found ways to play as well splashing around in
swimming holes provided one form of amusement aurelia read spencer rogers even
played baptize with some friends in a creek taking turns ducking each other under the

water mary jane mount tanner enjoyed collecting indian beads from the anthills to
string into necklaces she would try to walk far enough ahead of the train to get a little

time to play she and her playmates would drive the huge crickets that were so
142

abundant and build corrals of sand or rocks to put them in calling them our cattle

alma elizabeth mineer felt played with rag dolls that her older sisters made as they
walked along mary powell sabin enjoyed picking up the pretty rocks she found along
the trail when playtime was scarce children found ways to turn work into play

for

example by making contests out of gathering buffalo chips

mary jane tanners account of driving the crickets as though they were cattle and

aurelias account of playing baptize

lend support to the claim that traditional divisions

of labor may have been disregarded on the trail specialists today concur that play is a
way of learning adult roles play permits children to fit themselves into their social world
as they imitate the important adults in their lives

143
141

if traditional sexual divisions of

labor were the norm on the trail we would expect most young girls to imitate their
mothers in play by pretending to keep house cook sew or tend children mary and

aurelia however pretended in their play to perform more masculine duties driving
cattle was generally a male responsibility and performing baptisms was exclusively a
male duty

that these girls chose these forms of play suggests that sexual divisions of

labor were not a concern for them
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children because they were dependent on their parents added to their workload
parents who traveled with young ones had to worry about more mouths to feed and more
gear to pack but if the children had not come the task of settling the salt lake valley
and surrounding areas would have been impossible As children performed strenuous

duties along the trail they aided in the migration to zion and also helped successfully

settle a new land members of the LDS faith value strong families and children aided in
keeping those families together along the trail
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chapter four
family
As previously discussed because of their more finite perspective childrens
aliby
allty
ality basically consists of their immediate environment
re
reality

for children on the trail

the

family was the dominant part of their immediate environment children viewed the whole
experience in terms of the family looking at children crossing the plains in context of

the family unit as a whole is one of the most intriguing aspects found in the diaries and
moirs modem developmentalists stress the idea that the family is not a set of separate
rne
memoirs

relationships but an interconnected system sibling and parental relationships are all
ajgfected
alefected by one another

144

the trail experience however

placed a great deal of stress on

that system and the effects of that stress can be seen in the accounts the pioneers have
left

children mention their parents far more frequently in the accounts than any other
common aspects of trail life such as indians buffalo fatigue or hunger out of the
eighty children who traveled with one or more parent more than fifty accounts mention
parents modem studies have shown that parents who are experiencing hard times are
more likely to be depressed irritable and distracted than other parents they are also
more likely to use physical punishment

145

the accounts of children on the mormon trail

however do not seem to support this only two children mention physical punishment
one received a whipping from her father for disobeying the order to stay close to camp
corm
corn
and the other remembers her grandfather throwing some comm
com at her when he was irritated

by one of her pranks undoubtedly other parents felt irritable and depressed and may

144
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have been harsh on their children
childrenl but the children did not record those things in their

accounts some may not have wanted to record their disobedient actions that brought on
punishment and others may not have wanted to place their parents in a bad light by
recording negative things about them others simply may not have remembered
disciplinary cases however rather than displaying a mere absence of negative
memories these accounts reflect very positively on the parents

for example lucina

mecham boren records we children were so anxious to eat we would keep asking how
long it would be until we could eat our dear patient mother did not get angry with us
As previously mentioned peter mcbrides
rides father rather than giving peter a whipping for
mab dides
mcb
eating the meat saved for sunday dinner simply turned away and cried instead of seeing

their parents as harsh and irritable children looked up to relied on and were concerned
theirparents
for the welfare of their parents throughout the journey looking at the references to
mothers and also fathers we see the interdependence between children and their parents
and thus the importance of the family unit in mormon migration to utah

parents spiritual strength and physical determination are recurring themes in the
various accounts parents often set examples for their children that helped them as they
struggled through the trials of pioneer life joseph F smith remembers how his mothers
religious faith helped them out of difficult situations such as retrieving their stolen oxen

or healing them when they had been poisoned other children recounted similar
experiences of how their mothers faith and prayers sustained them through tough times

agnes caldwell admires her mothers abilities saying I have often marveled of the
1

wonderful integrity of character of my mothers planning and successfully completing

58

such a jjourney
ourney
bourney
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mary

jane mount tanner was particularly impressed by her

mothers fortitude halfway through the journey their driver quit leaving marys mother
to drive the team one of the oxen was particularly unruly and would not learn to hold

back when going downhill mary recalls
she had to hold his horn with one hand and pound his nose with the other to
keep him from running into the wagon ahead of him a feat which would astonish
some of our belles of the present day and yet she was reared as tenderly and as
little accustomed to hardship as any of them many times the bushes caught her
147
dress and she had no choice but to rush on leaving it in pieces behind her

children seemed to be especially sensitive to the suffering their mothers endured

mary after relating her mothers experience driving the ox team writes she could
never again after her life recall the hardships of that dreadful journey without a sigh and
she felt that she would never in any circumstances take such another

mary ann stucki

hafen age six recollects by this time mothers feet were so swollen that she could not
wear shoes but had to wrap her feet with cloth
hearted
down
downhearted

148

she would get so discouraged and

year old brother recalls
nineyearold
likewise john stettler stucki her nine

my dear mother had a little baby to nurse and only having half enough to eat and
to pull on the handcart all day long day after day she soon got so weak and worn
out that she could not help father anymore nor was she able to keep up with the
company sometimes when we camped she was so far behind the company we
could not see anything of her for quite a while so that 1I was afraid she might not
be able to get to the camp

he also writes dear mother got so sick it was almost impossible for her to walk the
long distances each day 1I began to be afraid that we might lose her before we could get
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to the end of the journey
she records

149

mary powell sabin tenderly remembers her mother as

the journey was very hard on mother picture a lady with dark blue eyes

black hair and a face very pale from exhaustion she is bearing the trials of the journey
without complaint

that is my mother

150

another young pioneer writes mother now

lbs was a widow with three children to care
a tiny woman weighing not more than 98 ibs
fo
forr

mother would pick up cloth on the way and when night came would sit down and

worm shoes then wash her bleeding feet and wrap them up in the cloth she
take off her wom
worn

and picked up

life

15
1511

nannie amelia anderson expresses the fear she felt for her mothers

we were afraid our mother would not live to the end of the journey she was very

ill and the rough trip across the plains merely aggravated her suffering

152

caroline

pedersen hansen remembers that when they arrived in salt lake city her
mother was so
mermother
hermother
worn out with sorrow and with sitting in the wagon holding the sick children that she was
so bent over she could not straighten up people said she looked like she was sixty years

old

153

this particular sensitivity to the suffering and sometimes death of their mothers
can be attributed to several factors first of all for a mormon child who was traveling to

utah life was very unstable youngsters came from different countries crossed
unfamiliar waters traveled unfamiliar terrain moved from house to house and then had
no house at all on the trail mothers were the one element of stability in their lives that

they could count on so if a mother became ill or suffered hardship thus threatening the
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one stable part of a childs life they became concerned children can suffer from what

psychologists label separation anxiety they fear being separated from their main source

of comfort and protection
young children

154

this phenomenon

from birth to four years

is considered to be applicable for very

this is when instinctual responses such as

crying and sucking are answered by the mother figure but some researchers agree that
this phenomenon can extend into later years whenever a loving caring relationship
exists

155

because mothers were usually the essential source of comfort and protection

lidren
ildren

h
cchildren
were especially attuned to their welfare

in fact niels johnson admits that the

only thing he remembers about the trek west iiss that his mother was ill most of the time

156

although fathers are mentioned just as frequently in the accounts as mothers the
references to fathers do not express the same concern and sensitivity they usually refer
to the work their fathers performed such as yoking up oxen putting up tents or shooting

buffalo other times they write of their fathers strength and abilities christian
man7
man who at one time carried
christiansen tells of his father a large mana

the river who were too badly frightened to shift for themselves
seventeen women was his mother

157

17 women across

one of these

the accounts rarely speak of fathers with concern

or a sense of protection as they do of mothers christian recognized his fathers great
physical strength but when his father died instead of focusing on his fathers suffering
lie
he
ile

was accidentally shot and died after enduring several hours of pain he focuses on his

mothers suffering

it was wonderful to see the sympathy and pity and weeping for

mother by those large husky women of the great sioux nation
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johnson who does not remember much about the trek except that his mother was

ill

was

carried on the back of his father the entire journey

the trail affected sibling relationships as well for example

older children took

on different more parental roles with their younger siblings also children had to deal

with the addition of new siblings as mothers gave birth on the trail and the death of
siblings as well in more normal situations parents may have prepared their older
children better for the arrival of a new baby in the family on the trail however other
more pressing concerns took precedence and children may have had a difficult time
dealing with this kind of change

the accounts of children on the mormon trail show that

children were very supportive of one another and helped each other during the difficult
birom
times on the trail catherine leishman for example felt that she received strength jgrom
firom

hherr sister who already passed on catherine was sick with a fever shortly after her sister

had died As she was resting one day she began to hear beautiful music she writes it
seemed to me as though my angel sister had come to heal me 1I was made well from that

time 1I did not chill after that day and my fever was all gone

55158
32158
158

the
ibe
while we cannot be

sure that catherines sister did have some healing influence catherines perception that
she did shows the support that siblings were to one another mary powell sabin writes

being almost thirteen years old 1I felt quite responsible for my younger sister
her sister and remembers
vvery
ry sensitive to the needs and suffering of
other
3

1

aged four usually walked beside the captain
bergin our journey
belgin
begin

ccmy
camy
my

she was

little sister

come my little partner said he let us

some days she walked eighteen miles

159

edwin alfred pettits

story also shows how important his siblings were to him his parents died before the trek
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and he was placed with a guardian

he wanted to go to utah with his sister instead of his

guardian and tried to run away to her camp but was unsuccessful

the second time he

disguised himself as a girl with false curls and a sunbonnet and escaped to his sisters
camp and was able to cross the plains with her

160

lucina mecham boren shares another

my sister sarah and 1I stopped to rest one day and the

example of sibling support

wagons passed us sarah said she was not going any farther 1I begged her to come with
rne
rae but she said she would rather be eaten by wolves than go on she tried to get me to
me
gro
go

and catch the wagons but 1I told her 1I would not leave her

see the wolves get you so come on let us go to camp

for various reasons

then

she said 1 I will not

161

hales5
some children did not travel with their families alma haless
hales
haies

parents died at council bluffs before the trek laura fowers parents both died en route

other children traveled with friends or kin and met their own parents when they came to
year old sister and met their mother in utah
sixteenyearold
utah BH roberts traveled with his sixteen
his father stayed in england

hannah hill hood romneys mother died in nauvoo and

rith
Tith
her father went on ahead to utah without his children they came later traveling
with
travelingtith

strangers who much to hannahs dismay cut off all her hair

162

in some cases where the

parents were absent siblings were able to travel together and give each other support and
encouragement

william van orden carbine also traveled with strangers who used him rather
william does not indicate whether or not he was physically abused but the fact

badly

was a
that another man in the company who saw how he was being treated told him he
hewas
helas

igo
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fool if he didnt run away suggests that physical abuse might have been the case
company
subcompany
william did run away and join a family in a different sub

163

abuse might have

been more common along the trail than these accounts indicate but only one other child
mentions it christian christiansen tells about abuse his mother suffered his family
shared a wagon with another family after christians father died the other couple in the

wagon treated mother very cruelly by making her walk

he even whipped her this

went on for a short time until nephi johnson pulled his whiskers some then things went
some better

55164
164

sibling rivalry is another issue that these pioneers do not discuss but which
undoubtedly existed all of the accounts portray the family as a close knit cooperative
and supportive unit survival on the trail necessitated this and most likely the pioneers

accounts are very truthful in this portrayal however children were children and
probably had their moments only one account comes close to suggesting a problem

with cooperation

ruth may fox remembers

the trail how he was doing

an answer her father gave when asked on

he replied oh there isnt mush the matter 1I have a sick

wife two sore heels and two dummies thats all

161
165

ruth admitted that she was one of

the dummies to which her father referred indicating that she and her sister could be
somewhat exasperating

while we generally think of children as being dependent upon their parents
which they are the accounts show us that often along the trail the roles were reversed
and parents depended upon their children parents obviously expected children to
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perform their usual daily duties but often there were extenuating circumstances which
required children to practically assume adult roles at tender ages young boys in
fatherless
fit
herless families found themselves driving teams during the day and standing guard at

thirteen year old oregon pioneer with ten siblingswhose
night elliott west tells of one thirteenyearold
siblings whose
parents floundered amid the challenges of the trail one fellow traveler wrote they
th y all
depend on her

the children go to her in their troubles and perplexities her father and

mother rely on her and she is always ready to do what she can

166

we previously

mentioned how heber robert mcbride and his siblings had to load their worn
out parents
wornout
on the handcart and pull them along

this interdependence between children and their

parents shows the significance of the family unit as a whole in western migration and
settlement they provided support for each other and the hardships of trail life taught
them to rely increasingly more on each other

this bonded the family and strengthened

to endure subsequent struggles

elliott west the youngest pioneers
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chapter five
religion
in many respects the experiences that mormon children had on the trail differed
little from the experiences ofnon
of non LDS children who traveled to other westward
ofton
destinations religion however constitutes one main difference families going
goingr to

oregon or california or other parts of the west went primarily for economic reasons the
children in those families had little understanding of why they were moving children in

mormon families however tended to have the same religious convictions as their
parents

the children understood

even at young ages the concept of
zion many of
ofzion

ornauvoo
nauvoo and
them had endured persecution because of their religion in missouri or
understood that they were traveling west to zion where they would be persecuted no
more thus they embarked on the trail and endured the hardships with a greater sense of

purpose than non LDS children

furthermore LDS doctrine and practice at the time glorified the idea of enduring
persecution for the gospels sake saints were encouraged to bear the trials of life
faithfully and the rewards would come in the doctrine and covenants a book that

mormons consider scripture the lord tells his saints

thine adversity and thine

afflictions shall be but a small moment and then if thou endure it well god shall exalt
thee on high thou shalt triumph over all they foes
trials they suffer will be for their own good

167

all the
ail
ali
the lord also tells them that call

because of the persecution and this

doctrine they believed many saints bore their burdens with the attitude of martyrs they
almost glorified suffering if it was for the gospels sake

167

indicative of this prevalent

881227
latter day
doctrine and covenants 12178
1227 salt lake city church of jesus christ of latterday
121781227
1217

saints 1987
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attitude is a letter which one woman wrote to her brother from nauvoo telling him of all
altitude
the tribulations she had suffered just for the gospels sake yet 1I do not feel in the least
we have been enabled to rejoice in the midst of our privations and

discouraged no

persecutions that we were counted worthy to suffer these things so that we may with the
ancient saints who suffered in like manner inherit the same glorious reward

168
161
168

another

pioneer in a letter to her husband wrote of her trials ending with but 1I try to submit all
things in to the hands of god

169

such statements were common among the pioneers and parents through word
and example instilled this idea in their children which gave the children an even greater

sense of purpose peter mcbride remembers the song his father sang the night before he
died

0 zion

when 1I think of you 1I long for pinions like a dove and mourn to think 1I

should be so distant from the land 1I love

170

mary ann stucki hafen remembers that

when her mother would get discouraged father would always cheer her up by telling her

that we were going to zion that the lord would take care of us and that better times
171

were coming

4

lydia holdaway whose father died during the journey found

consolation in one remark her father had made to her before he died

he said he was glad

they had started in order that his family might be in utah no matter whether he lived or
died

this attitude that children learned from their parents made their entire trail

experience much different from the typical non LDS childs experience as it gave the

journey a greater sense of personal meaning
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besides giving children a whole different outlook on the experiences they were
undergoing mormonism altered the practical side of their daily trail life mormon
companies generally had very strict rules and organization that allowed for religious
practice bugles called them to prayer morning and night and meetings were always held
on the sabbath
1I

the companies did not travel on this day of rest anna clark
dark
oark hale writes

was always happy to take my bath and wash my dirty feet and put on some clean

clothes and go to meeting

172

another pioneer remembers no traveling was done on

the sabbath it was always a day of rest and religious worship

the company stopped over on sundays for rest
comfort and guidance

174

173

yet another recalls

and meetings were held for spiritual

charles nibley writes meetings were held regularly hymns

sung everywhere and oft and the religious enthusiasm and spirit of the people were

entirely different from what we had left behind in the east

175

while most children remember the positive aspects of having daily prayers and
weekly meetings heber robert mcbride remembers one night when the company rules
on nightly prayers were more of a burden than anything it was dark when they got into
camp and because it had been raining very hard all the wood was wet his mother was

very sick and the children were afraid she would die soon

we had gathered a few sunflower stalks and wet buffloo chips and had just got a
little fire started when all hands were ordered to attend prayers and because we
did not go to prayers daniel taylor came and kicked our fire all out and spilled
the water that we was trying to get warm to make a little tea for mother 1I then
told him if 1I ever got to be a man 1I would whip him if it was the last thing 1I ever
did on this earth father had gone to attend prayers and that was the reason he
176
took advantage of us
172hale17
haie
hale 17
173
nibley 19
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A few non LDS companies also abided by some type of religious guidelines but

sabbath travel and an occasional
even in the most zealous of companies restricted sabbathtravel
sermon were the only religious practices observed even those were flexible but LDS
companies adhered to their worship practices strictly one very notable non LDS

overland trail historian writes

whether to observe the sabbath or not was a perennial issue among the emigrants
having religious observances and keeping worldly activities to a minimum
translate in to trail terms this meant that the wagon train should be halted for the
day with sermons prayers and meditations the only legitimate activities such
observances were built into company constitutions and although the regulation
was one of the most violated some devout companies did achieve the ideal
the mormons of course were models in this regard but it must be confessed that
the majority of travelers overwhelmingly protestant in their faith were not quite
177
equal to living the biblical tenets

the accounts of children show further evidence of the pervasive influence of
religion on the trail as they repeatedly attribute miraculous healings to the hand of god

rachel emma woolley simmons mother gave birth on the trail and rachel writes we
never laid over a day in consequence of mothers sickness

the lord blessed her and

fitted her to bear the journey as he did many others at that time

178

when henry butler

fell under the rolling wheels of a wagon his father rushed up and placed his hands upon
me and pronounced the blessings of life and health upon me

the people declared that

there had been a miracle wrought for they declared that 1I was dead

55179
179

susannah turner

robisons mother was very sick at one point and everyone thought she would die

but

as mother says the lord was good to us and answered our prayers in her behalf and she

merril mattes the great platte river road lincoln university of nebraska press 196974
madsen 159
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was spared

180

eliza rawsons little brother fell under the moving wagon and was

picked up as dead

her father stopped the train and had him administered to two or three

he was able to run around and play the

times and she claims he was instantly healed
next day mary judd writes

the following

is a wonderful testimony

of the care the

lord has for his people while the cholera was very bad on the south side of the platte
river on the north side the pestilence was harmless 1I was informed that companies of
saints who traveled on the north side of the river did not even lose an ox

181

some of the children even attribute the healing of animals to the goodness of the

lord when one of rachel burtons oxen became sick her father poured oil on it and
administered to it

it lay perfectly still for a few minutes then it shook itself ate a little
182

grass and it was alright after that

joseph F smith claims that he saw his mother two

or three times pour oil on sick oxen and pray for them and immediately they were healed
eie
fle
fie also tells about a time when their oxen were lost
he
everywhere for them and could not find them

he and his uncle had looked

he saw his mother pray for help and after

getting up off her knees she walked directly to them

i183
0055

other children remember witnessing such miracles as well members of joseph

moessers
Mo
essers wagon train found themselves in the direct path of a buffalo stampede but at
tlle last minute the herd turned
tiie
tile
the

rarely turn out of their course

we felt the lord had surely turned them aside as they
184

matilda wilcox recalls a time when the lord

intervened on behalf of her company they had stopped to camp and dug holes for water
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but found none they went away to a private place and prayed and in the morning all the
holes were full of water

185

two pioneer girls felt the protecting hand of the lord when

they ran into trouble with some snakes agnes southworth writes one day we came to
a section inhabited by rattlesnakes

two of us

my friend mary hurren and 1I would hold

hands and jump it seemed to me we were jumping for more than a mile due to the
protecting hand of the lord we were not harmed
remembers

186

margaret mcneil ballard

one night our cow ran away from camp and 1I was sent to bring her back 1I

was not watching where 1I was going and was barefooted
1I

all of a sudden 1I began to feel

was walking on something soft 1I looked down to see what it could be and to my

horror found that 1I was standing in a bed of snakes large ones and small ones

at the

sight of them 1I became so weak 1I could scarcely move all 1I could think of was to pray
and in some way 1I jumped out of them

187

me5187
the lord blessed and cared for me

aurelia read spencer rogers relates a more comical incident unique to mormon
children they had stopped to camp one night and she and a dozen other girls decided to
go to the river and bathe one girl suggested they play baptize

the girls agreed and

proceeded to duck each other under the water as if they were baptizing each other

suddenly someone saw something white and strange looking coming toward them in the
water all the girls screamed and jumped to shore they never found out what it was but
all agreed it was a warning and felt that we had done wrong in playing baptize

188

healings and miracles were not the only aspects of religious life on the mormon

trail but they are mentioned more frequently than other aspects personal prayers

185
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baptisms and conversion experiences were other facets of religion that may have played
ninety two accounts perhaps because
significant roles but are not mentioned in these ninetytwo

they felt that healings and other miracles saved the lives of their loved ones those
incidents stood out more in the writers memories

although religion may have been a priority in some non LDS emigrant families
few of those pioneers write of healings and other miracles performed by the hand of god

some attribute their success to a kind god but rarely do they write of specific divine
fornia bound pioneer
california
ministrations thirteen
californiabound
year old virginia reed a protestant cail
cali
thirteenyearold
made a vow one night that she would convert to catholicism if god would spare her and
her family and because god kept up his side of the bargain she converted at age
sixteen few others mention seeking

gods help in their time of trouble when a boy in

one oregon
bound family was run over by a wagon the parents did not seek divine help
oregonbound

or medical help they simply put their wounded child in the wagon knowing there was
little they could do

the wound became gangrenous and by the time a doctor was finally

summoned it was too late

the boy died while the doctor was amputating

his leg

189

twelveyearold
twelve year old oregon pioneer marilla bailey and her brother became very sick with
cholera on the journey rather than pray over them marilla writes

mother gave us all

the hot whiskey she could pour down us an put flannel cloths soaked in whiskey as hot
as we could bear them on our stomachs

this cured us

190

however while LDS children may be unique in their references to specific cases

of divine intervention many non LDS children do seem to share some kind of belief in a
higher power or hope that things will work out in the end

mattes
mattes
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developmental psychologist

emmy werner has discovered in her research that this faith is one very common
ccharacteristic

of resilient children they believe that life has purpose she concludes

this sense of meaning persists among resilient children

even if they are uprooted by

wars or scattered as refugees to the four comers of the earth it enables them to love
despite hate and to maintain the ability to behave compassionately toward other
people

191

she determines that this is the case with many pioneer children who survived

hardship regardless of their religious orientation

192

mormons5 firm belief in a life hereafter it would seem likely that
because of mormons

these young pioneers would be better prepared to handle the deaths of loved ones we
would expect that even in their grief they would take solace in the knowledge that they
would one day be reunited with their family members this idea however seemst0be
seems to be

of surprisingly little consequence as almost none of these pioneers remark on how they
fedt
felt any amount
feit

of comfort because of this belief the only reference to life hereafter is

made by one twelveyearold
twelve year old girl who buried her mother and left her to rest until the
tiie
tile

resurrection day

193

one study of modern children showed that among fiftyeight
fifty eight

children between the ages of two and fourteen who had lost a sibling there was no
evidence that religion consoled most of these children felt an intense fear of death and
some even felt bitter toward god

194

while the accounts here show no bitterness toward

grod they also do not show a reliance on the hope of seeing deceased family members in
god

the next life

191
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religion constitutes the main difference between children on the mormon trail
and children on the overland

trail in general the sense of purpose

and duty to god

which some parents either consciously or subconsciously imbued in their children put the
children in a better position to find personal meaning in the journey and because they
felt that god was with them sustaining them through the many trials on the trek their

outlook was much different they were selective however as to when they saw gods
hand

he was always the one who healed them from afflictions and infirmities but he is

rarely mentioned as the one who allowed so much suffering and death nevertheless

they retained a faith in their religion and their accounts express tremendous gratitude at
reaching their beloved zion
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chapter six
the end of the journey
after such a long and arduous journey the pioneers were naturally very anxious
to catch their first glimpse of the salt lake valley most adults when they entered the

valley either expressed disappointment that it did not look like the lush green lands from
which they came or else expressed hope for the happy future they would have in their
new home childrens reactions sometimes fell into one of these two categories but
often the young pioneers responded in unique ways
comment on the land at all

for example BH roberts didnt

his concern was that when he entered the valley nobody

came for him his mother had come to the valley four years earlier and his father had
stayed behind in england he and his sister mary had traveled alone

he writes mary

remained concealed under the wagon cover and 1I lonesome and heartsick sat upon the

tongue of captain chipmans wagon my chin in my hands and elbows upon my knees
zion5
thinking ziona
zion was no so much after all if this was all of it

mother

he did eventually find his

195

peter howard mcbride shares another response unique to children shortly after
they arrived in the valley a big dinner was fixed

after the grown folks were through

eating there wasnt any food left and we children were put to bed hungry yes we were

half starved my little sister maggie and me cried ourselves to sleep

5196
196

after having

starved during most of the journey to the valley this must have been a very discouraging
her initial look at
welcome emma M guymon kearns retains this distinct picture of
other

salt lake city then the picture of salt lake a little town with a red rag on a stick
19

19madsen
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nailed upon the log room to show that merchandise was for sale there and another log

room with tin cups hanging outside to show that tinware and hardware was for sale there

in the evening we drove to uncle jims on the cottonwood where 1I saw the first
irrigation

corn and pickled beets for
he was watering a garden from which we had green com

supper 1I enjoyed the sight of that garden

197

this memory is a good example of the

sensualist viewpoint elliott west discusses after three months of biscuits and dried
corn and pickled beets likely appealed to a young childs senses
meat green com
A couple of the young pioneers entered the valley just as the peaches were ripe
fruit
uit william henry
and remember the physical sensation evoked by the tasty fi

freshwater comments on it as does chris alston

the first words of greetings 1I heard were come here my boy and hold your
cap 1I came near the wagon from which this voice came there was a man
kneeling in the bottom of the wagon on some straw and the wagon was nearly
filled with peaches he scooped up his double hands full of peaches and put them
into my cap then scooped up another handful and put them into my cap also and
it was full of lovely peaches the first 1I had ever tasted in my life there he
ctnow
said cunow
now eat those he kept handing out peaches until his load was given
away 1I ran to our wagon where my brother lay very sick and gave him some
peaches and then divided the remainder with the teamster and my custodian john
ollerton who had brought me from england then 1I ate the rest now imagine if
100
100
eleven year old boy who had walked 11100
you can an elevenyearold
loo miles and had an 11100
loo
mile appetite and had never tasted a peach before in his life having half a dozen
198
nice peaches to eat198
eat

mary powell sabin remembers being greeted by people offering watermelons instead of
peaches she writes

we halted they served us melons pres young told us to eat

moderately of the mellon to eat the pink not to eat the green father said he was quite

197
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sensible

199

some of these children had never tasted melons or peaches and their first

experience with the sweet fruit made a lasting impression

other responses may have been more similar to adults
on reaching the valley mary

some express great joy

ann stucki hafen remembers that

the whole company

stopped to look down through the valley some yelled and tossed their hats in the air A
shout of joy arose at the thought that our long trip was over that we had at last reached

of rest

ziony
zion the place

99200
32200
200

overjoyed
oyed upon reaching the valley
thomas king also felt ove

when we arrived at the mouth of emigration canyon and could see the valley city 1I
leaped for joy that we had got to the place my mother had longed for for so many
years

201

anna oark
clark
dark hale felt happy as well As we came down through and out of

emigration canyon the beautiful valley of the great salt lake stretched out before us

we all stopped our wagons and came together to look and wonder and thrill and what our
eyes beheld

at last

similarly saying

we could see our journeys end

33202
55202
53202
202

charles W nibley reacted

1I can very well remember with what joy and pleasure each one of our
1I

company and even 1I myself looked upon the little growing city in the wilderness we
felt that all of our troubles and trials were practically at an end

37203
11203
17203
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other children agreed with their parents that the valley did not have much to
offer

ruth may fox expressed her disappointment as she exclaimed oh

have we

204

mary jane mount tanner felt discouraged as she took in
come all this way for that204
that
her first sight of the valley which

199

sabin

presented a barren aspect it was covered mostly
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with sagebrush and sunflowers
sun flowers with a few small streams of water running through it and
some squalid indian wigwams scattered about

1I

believe with us the one thought was

ourney
rest and something that our jjourney
bourney was nearly over

remarks rather pessimistically

205
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catherine adams pilling

there was mighty little there at that time

in fact it

looked like a pretty discouraging country to settle in and try to raise a garden or crop of
any kind

206
3206

most children expressed relief at reaching the end of their journey even if they
were not very excited about their destination one young pioneer remembers rather
nostalgically

the sky was blue and radiant the valley fair

proudly guarded the home of the prophets

and the grand old mountains

the family took a bath in a wash basin put

on our best clothes and went to the tabernacle services my dreams came true and all
was well in zion

207

while this woman may be reflecting back on her experience

rose colored glasses it reveals an appreciation for the things that the young
through rosecolored

travelers valued they longed to leave the hot deserts and mountain snows and enjoy
good weather they longed to be near the saints and their beloved church leaders they
must have been happy to bathe and dress in clean clothes after camping in the dirt for
three months and as they were coming to utah to practice their religion in peace they
were undoubtedly happy to be where they could attend their church services even
though

ruth probably encountered many challenges during her lifetime in utah when

she first saw the valley it represented to her the good life she had traveled so long to

reach
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conclusion
the symbiotic relationship between children and the trail comes

out clearly in

these accounts children affected trail life by performing necessary duties and
strengthening their families along the way but children were simultaneously affected by
life on the trail

the degree to which they were affected however

is difficult to measure

the trek to utah was neither long enough nor intense enough to create huge and
permanent personality changes some historians have studied how the frontier
completely shaped the generations of people raised on it and these studies have merit

but these changes came about as a result of a lifetime on the frontier not of a three
month trip out west other researchers have studied how extremely intense hardships
such as the holocaust created lasting physical and psychological scars on children who

endured them

for the majority of children crossing the plains to utah however

the

experience was not as intense or traumatic as the holocaust A few of the children such
Brides truly did have intense experiences the psychological effects
as the Mc
mcbrides

of which

cannot easily be measured but for the most part the changes that trail life prompted in
children are limited children no doubt learned a few basic survival skills or learned how
to perform the various types of labor required by the frontier lifestyle some of them

were affected physically for the rest of their lives because of injuries and illnesses that
left major scars others dealt with permanent changes in their families due to death

major character changes however are less apparent it is unwise to assume that
the trail shaped a new breed of children but the way that children responded to their trail
experience reveals something about their character studies have shown that all resilient
children who have been through difficult experiences war dysfunctional families etc

79

share three main characteristics they had a good loving relationship with a caregiver
care giver

whether it was a mother or relative or friend they all held a belief that this life made
sense and had some kind of purpose and they all faced threatening situations which

demanded they assume responsibilities essential to their families wellbeing
well being children
who shared these characteristics were able to emerge from their experiences with a faith
in their own abilities to succeed and a faith that things will work out

despite their

tough times these resilient children were able to go on and lead happy stable lives and
develop loving relationships

208

the trail did indeed imbue children with a healthy

sense of selfesteem
self esteem as they

realized their abilities to succeed when faced with a challenge their successful lives
after the westward trek attest to their resilience

BH roberts became a member of the

united states congress joseph F smith became president of the LDS church ruth
may fox became involved in the utah women suffrage association and helped draft the
suffrage clause of the utah constitution and aurelia spencer rogers helped found the
LDS churchs primary program peter mcbride who had one of the most trying

experiences on the trail married and had many children and because of his musical

talents was called by brigham young to help promote music and singing in their area
which he did for the rest of his life margaret mcneil ballard married and had eleven
children was a president of the relief society and raised a son who became a member of
the quorum of the twelve apostles mary goble pay married and raised thirteen
children she once drove chief blackhawk out of her orchard with sticks and stones

because he was picking too many of her peaches catherine adams pilling and lucina

mecham boren both became excellent midwives each delivering over five hundred
208
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babies

209

gideon murdock and heber robert mcbride both went back across the trail to

help bring other immigrants to utah

210

many of the pioneers served missions worked in

the LDS temple and served in church callings

in addition to revealing more about the children themselves the story of the
mormon trail emphasizes the extreme importance of the family unit on the trek family
cooperation was the key to a successful journey children depended on their parents but
parents also depended on their children to share the responsibilities along the way

although children normally tend to focus more on the physical and sensual aspects of
their surroundings these writers remember the practical aspects instead

the rigors of

trail life required children to shoulder responsibilities of adult proportions and maintain a
practical point of view although they assisted their parents in traveling children also
caused their parents a great deal of extra work but the mormon migration could not
have happened without families because the mormon faith places such importance on

the family

along with emphasizing family cooperation these accounts serve another
purpose they shed light on some of the possible myths of the trail

for instance

many people think of the trek across the plains as a long grueling painful life
threatening hardship

for some children it was but some of these children indicate that

it was a threemonth
three month picnic

a fun camping trip some people may pity the poor

oship
dship for some
hardship
children who had to walk barefoot across the plains indeed it was a har

children and they remember the hot sands burning their feet or the sharp stones cutting
them but others preferred going barefoot over wearing heavy awkward uncomfortable
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shoes mary jane tanner used to see other children running along with bare feet and she

thought it looked fun another possible misconception is that children were forced to
walk such long distances to conserve wagon space while some children undoubtedly
tired of walking and longed to ride other children undoubtedly tired of riding along in a
runninga
runnings
running
crowded bumpy wagon all day and would rather have been run
ningaaround
round exploring the

trail mary powell sabins favorite activity on the trail was exploring
A possible reason for such differences of opinion can be found by looking at the
purposes people had in writing their accounts many of these writers recorded their
experiences at the request of children and grandchildren knowing that their accounts

were for their posterity might cause some of them to emphasize the degree to which they
suffered and yet succeeded despite hardship others recorded their experiences for
faith promoting
personal reasons and may have seen no need to turn their story into a faithpromoting

testimonial of their own fortitude it is difficult to ascertain whether the majority of these
accounts reflect happy positive memories of the journey or if they speak of hardship and
heroism many seem to contain a little of both perspectives A more extensive study of
the authors purposes in life writing which is beyond the scope of this study might
clarify why the accounts contain or omit the things they do

while these accounts offer a wealth of information they also leave some
questions unanswered previously mentioned is the fact that few accounts talk about
play which is a basic aspect of childhood also none of the accounts mentions missing

friends or relatives back home or being homesick in any way perhaps this is because
they did not feel homesick or perhaps a wider sampling of accounts would show that
some did none of the writers mention cases of sibling rivalry although they

82

undoubtedly occurred and although at least two children had birthdays on the trail none

of the accounts contain descriptions of special occasions or specific celebrations of any
kind

they do not discuss basic aspects of childhood such as pets or best friends

the

absence of these things could indicate that they did not exist or that the writers did not
consider them significant enough to remember or record examining additional accounts
however may reveal more information about these matters

clearly while this study attempts to address many important issues concerning
children on the mormon trail it prompts further study and analysis it raises questions
concerning memory and life writing it does not attempt to fully analyze the impact of
the trail experience on adult life this study focuses on young children leaving the area

of adolescence on the mormon trail untouched it also looks primarily at the accounts of
children themselves new and different conclusions might be reached by looking at
parents accounts of their children studying parenthood on the trail would also prove
interesting
1I

many aspects of childrens lives on the trail remain unexplored and these issues

deserve attention

for when the childrens voices are heard the story of the mormon

trail becomes more complete some of the children share a unique perspective that
offers insights both into childhood itself and into the trail other children share a
adult like
perspective that is more similar to the adult perspective which attests to the adultlike

responsibilities many children felt either way their stories are essential to the

understanding of both the mormon trail and western american history
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appendix
0

ages

names

year traveled

chris alston

11

isabella siddoway armstrong

11

1864
1860

about 5

circa 1847

8

1863
1859
1866
1857
1854
1853
1862
AQ
18
1848
to
1853
1848
1860
1850
1853
1859
1852
AQ
1848
1847
1861
1850
1866
1867
1865
1863
1861
1858
1850
1848
1866
1860
1848
1848
1853
1866
1857
1862
1864
1853

william B ashworth
nannie amelia erickson anderson
margaret mcneil ballard
ellen burton beazer
margaret simmons bennett beck
jane wilkie hoo
er blood
hooper
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ABSTRACT

using first person reminiscent accounts this thesis exa
examines
es childrens lives on
the mormon trail it attempts to shed further light on the story of the mormon trail by
sharing the perspectives of pioneers who crossed the plains as children this study
focuses on such issues as the childrens impressions of the trail their experiences on it
their duties their family life and the influence of religion this study highlights the
symbiotic relationship between children and the trail children affected trail life and at the
same time were affected by their experiences on the trail children shouldered
responsibilities that were essential to the success of the family because the trail required
children to work hard for the good of the family children achieved a greater sense of
their own abilities to succeed
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